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OPENING OF THE MEETING

1.1
The Expert Meeting on Global Baseline datasets was held in Asheville,
North Carolina, USA from 22 to 26 January 1990 at the kind invitation of the
US government. The Commission of Climatology Rapporteur for baseline
datasets, Mr. Ken Hadeen, was unamiously selected as Chairman for the
meeting. The list of participants is attached as Appendix 1.
1.2
The participants were welcomed to the meeting by Mr. Ken Hadeen the
Director of the US National Climatic Data Center and the CCI Rapporteur. In
his welcoming speech Mr. Hadeen discussed the requirement for baseline
datasets as the measurement tool for climate change. He briefly stated his
responsibilities as the Rapporteur and summarized key activities that should
lead to the construction of global/regional baseline datasets. He highlighted
three of his activities, in particular, that are important to achieving
success in the near-term; consultation with global climate change scientists
to determine their needs for baseline data sets, participation in this meeting
and the coordination of the construction of the data sets. He emphasized the
need for all Members of WMO to cooperate with CCI and the experts present to
ensure that the global data managers meet the requirements of the scientists
studying the climate.
1.3
Mr. Ken Davidson of the WMO Secretariat, welcomed the participants on
behalf of the Secretary General. He stated that the purpose of the meeting
was to prepare a plan, goals, objectives and methodology for the construction
of baseline datasets. He stated that much of the controversy over climate
change is due to the fact that the data are not in adequate form, quality, and
resolution for the scientists to evaluate the climate. The data managers need
to accept this fact as a challenge to construct high-quality datasets for
these scientists. He emphasized that the work would not be easy, and would
require compromises in order to do the best possible in a limited timeframe.
Perfect data and datasets were the ideal, but taking into account the urgency
of the requirement every effort must be made and we must plan for a phased
approach to constructing these datasets. Mr. Davidson stated that the experts
need to consider how best to get the developing countries involved in the
process of building these datasets. Developing countries are anxious to
participate, and we must utilize their talents and expertise to benefit all
the Members.
1.4
Following introductions and an explanation of the meeting arrangements
the draft agenda was adopted with minor modifications and is included as
Appendix 2.
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PRESENTATION BY PARTICIPANTS

2.1
Each of the participants had been requested to prepare issue papers on
various topics relevant to baseline datasets as a starting point for the
meeting. Overviews of these papers were presented by the participants.
Mr. Ken Hadeen introduced the subject of Metadata (information about data)
(see Appendix 3) and the requirement for detailed information about the
meteorological data and stations to be contained in the baseline dataset. It
was emphasized that two problems exist, these being the gathering of metadata
and providing access to the metadata for the scientists. Metadata would be a
continually growing file that would require attention, but the emphasis must
be on the data itself with the metadata being of secondary importance.
2.2
Mr. August Shumbera, representing World Data Center A, presented
information concerning data availability, datasets recommended for use and
remotely sensed datasets from both the WDC and NCDC standpoint. He stated
that we must recognize that the data available on the GTS are only a very
small part of the data we need to be concerned with. These papers are
contained in Appendices 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The integration of these
datasets could prove to be very important to a global baseline dataset, but
priority needed to be given to the basic datasets, such as: the World Weather
Records, Climat, Climat-Temp, and COADS. These datasets were currently in
reasonable condition and given an intense effort in quality control, filling
in the gaps, and proper storage media action, they could prove to be the
basic dataset required for this project.
2.3
Mr. Stan Ruttenberg, representing the ICSU and IGBP data committee,
discussed the reliability and use of data from long-term stations. He pointed
out the many known problems with these stations, such as: urban effects,
instrument changes, etc, thus, pointing out the requirement for easily
accessible metadata. This paper is included as Appendix 7.
2.4
Mr. Bill Hogg, representing Mr. Kirk Dawson (Chairman of the WM0/CC1
working group on Data Management) and the Canadian Climate Center, led the
discussions on biomass data and gridded datasets. These papers are included
as Appendix 8. Mr. Hogg recommended that biomass as well as other
non-meteorological datasets were vitally important to the entire climate
change question, but were somewhat out of the expertise of this group and out
of the purview of WMO. Thus, WMO should coordinate with the appropriate
agencies which have responsibility for these datasets to ensure consistency
and that in the future that the different data types may be able to be
integrated. Concerning gridded data, it was concluded that gridded data can
be a very effective way to integrate information from various sources such as
upper air soundings, aircraft observations and satellite derived information,
but that a complete gridded dataset would take enormous work to construct and
should be one of the goals to be strived for in the next 5 to 10 years. The
major problem in achieving a gridded dataset was that all the data would have
to be assembled and computer processed using one system to eliminate
discontinuity of multiple system processing. However it should be recognized
that gridding of various data is the method of integrating these diverse data
types.
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Mr. Mohamad Kadi, representing developing countries and Regional
Association I, presented his thoughts on acquiring data from developing
countries. His paper is included as Appendix 9. He stated that data were
available in many of the developing countries, but that in many cases the data
were not managed very well. The CLICOM system has the potential of solving
this problem, given additional training and assistance, but data management
was still the major obstacle for developing countries. He stated that one
possible method of acquiring these data may be to voluntarily return to each
country a complete regional database for their assistance in providing data.
These data should, in most cases, be in CLICOM compatible form for exchange
both ways. Mr. Kadi emphasized the importance of protecting climate stations
especially in developing countries. The main portion of the discussion
centered on enlisting developing country support and providing a benefit or at
least acknowledgement to each participating Member.
2.6
Mr. Roy Jenne, representing the US National Center for Atmospheric
Research, led the discussion on data media and formats. This paper is
included as Appendix 10. He reviewed various formats such a GRID, GRIB, BUFR
and elemental formats with the major concern of storage of data on the media.
The experts pointed out the need of developing countries to have data in a
CLICOM compatible form. It was acknowledged that the main input of data would
be from the GTS and from the World Meteorological Centers, but important
inputs could come from other Members holding valuable data that are missing
from the world records. It was mentioned that the most likely format to be
used in most instances would be CLICOM compatible format. The value of the
WMO Data Rescue (DARE) project was discussed with general agreement that it
could serve to speed up the entire effort of constructing baseline data sets.
The desire of the experts was that once missing or questionable data were
identified, priority for data rescue could be given to those data records or
countries. The Secretariat representative stated that this would be
investigated with the major donors.
2.7
Mr. Jose Aragao, representing the Brazilian Meteorological Service,
presented information concerning climatological stations and data in Brazil.
Several of the participants noted that many of these data are missing from the
records and could serve to fill in gaps both spatially and temporally. This
paper is included as appendix 11. Mr. Aragao discussed the importance of wind
data for climate models and suggested that the experts consider including wind
speed and direction in the baseline dataset.
2.8
The discussion concerning data availability and associated problems was
led by Mr. David Parker of the UK Meteorological Office. This paper is
included as Appendix 12. Mr. Parker discussed many of the problems with the
marine surface database, including the missing World War I and II ship
observations. The group was informed by Mr. Hadeen that the NCDC has a pilot
project underway to assess the value of adding these data to the COADS
dataset. Also mentioned was the Maury data collection, which is currently
being digitized by a joint US India agreement. Again during these
discussions, the importance of metadata was stressed by Mr. Parker in his
attempts to apply corrections to the data due to differences between measuring
devices. It was acknowledged that the land surface data set of most
importance for this baseline project was the World Weather Records.
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Mr. Phil Jones, University of East Anglia, UK, discussed surface data
sets and their global distribution. His paper is included as Appendix 13.
The surface variables of most concern for the global baseline dataset are air
temperature, precipitation, and pressure. The timescale required is decadal,
meaning that data need to be reviewed as 10 year blocks so as to be meaningful
for climate changes, but the dataset must be constantly updated. The question
was asked if WMO could request all Members to provide to the WDC's all the
data used in the calculation of the upcoming 30 year Normals (1961 to 1990).
The Secretariat was requested to look into this matter.
2.10
Mr. Razuvayev, representing the USSR, discussed dataset preparation in
the Soviet Union and the current networks there. He stated that WDC-A and
WDC-B were already working closely together to improve the World Weather
Records. The desire of the World Data Centers was to increase the number of
stations, improve the station histories and to fill in the gaps of missing
data. It was also pointed out that it was necessary to include in the WWR's
T(max) and t(min). Mr. Razuvayev1s paper is presented in Appendix 14.
2.11
The requirement for upper air data sets to be included in a baseline
dataset was discussed by Mr. Bill Kininmonth, representing the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology. His paper is included as appendix 15. The CLIMAT-TEMP
dataset was the obvious choice for use as the baseline dataset for upper air
data. Several problems with the dataset were pointed out with the most
obvious being the poor spatial distribution. The consensus was that even with
the known problems, this dataset could probably be improved to the point of
being adequate for a baseline dataset.
2.12
Inadequacies of current databases was discussed by Mr. Tom Karl,
representing the US National Climatic Data Center. The paper is included as
Appendix 16. There are many datasets currently being used by scientists that
contain data of variable quality. Generally, the precipitation datasets
scientists are using contain very few of the over 180,000 estimated global
precipitation stations. Mr. Karl stated that for many climate studies daily
data, especially for extremes is required. Todays datasets, such as the World
Weather Records, are monthly data and have no information concerning
extremes. It was also mentioned that the current density of the CLIMAT and
CLIMAT-TEMP networks was inadequate for many of the climate studies. It was
suggested that a worthwhile effort for WMO would be to extend the WWR's to
include all synoptic stations and to include extremes.
2.13
Mr. Hadeen presented a paper, prepared by Mr. Arnold Gruber of the
NOAA, Satellite Research Laboratory, concerning the use of satellite data in
global baseline datasets. The experts agreed that satellite data could play
an important role over unpopulated and oceans areas of the world. Most
important was the SST measurements. However, the experts expressed concern
over the many discontinuities in these datasets. This paper is included as
Appendix 17.
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE GLOBAL BASELINE DATASET

3.1
The experts considered that the construction of the baseline dataset
should have goals and objectives over both the short-term and long-term. It
must be determined whom we are trying to serve, what the best starting point
might be, if the dataset could be completed incrementally, if regional or
national requirements should be considered and what the resolution of the data
should be. The basic goal for this project is to construct global datasets
available to all Members and researchers that can be used and accepted as the
official dataset for climate change studies. The starting point for achieving
the goal was first to state the requirements as seen by the experts. It was
pointed out that approximately 1200 stations currently send CLIMAT reports via
the GTS, with approximately 2000 stations being published each decade as part
of the World Weather Records. The timeliness of the publication of these
stations needs to be improved along with the number of CLIMAT and World
Weather Record stations. The Expert Group also fully endorsed the WMO
recommendations to increase the number of CLIMAT reporting stations and to
include additional parameters in the CLIMAT messages. These recommendations
are extremely important to the baseline dataset project and well as the other
related projects in the WCDP.
4.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BASELINE DATASET

4.1
It was recognized that various climatological applications have
requirements that differ as to scale, period and temporal resolution. A
sample of these various requirements are shown in the table below. The group
stated that data requirements for regional and global data sets varied as to
station density and that this effort to construct data sets would be limited
to global requirements. However, the experts strongly recommended that the
Secretariat encourage Members and/or regions to submit to the appropriate
World Data Centers additional stations along with the corresponding metadata
so these may be consolidated into regional data sets.
4.2
It was pointed out that some of the parameter requirements not listed
below were beyond the WMO direct responsibility (e.g., biomass data) but that
WMO had a requirement to collaborate with the appropriate agencies and/or
groups having responsibility for these data types to ensure data compatibility
and possible future integration.
4.3
Within the global temperature data set, special emphasis should be
placed on a network of surface temperature reference climatological stations.
These should have DAILY data available and should be stations commencing
between approximately 1850 and 1920 - about 500 stations minimally distributed
worldwide. In some areas, the climatological reference station will start
late e.g., ANTARCTICA around 1957. The intent is to expand to 1000 + stations
eventually.
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Application
Climate Change
Detection

Scale*
Global

Period*
Updated

Time
Resolution

Parameters**

Monthly
Time Series

Surface Temperature
Precipitation
Pressure
Both land & Ocean
Upper Air Temp.

GCM

Global

Reference
Period

Daily/
Monthly
Synoptic

Climate Monitor- Global/ Updated
Daily
ing/Prediction
Regional Time Series
Numerical Weather
Prediction ReAnalysis

Global

Reference
Period

Synoptic

Temperature
Precipitation
Radiation
Cloud Cover
Snow Cover
Water Vapour
Upper Air Data
Sfc. Characteristics
T, P (SST & P)
Upper Air (Winds)
Sfc. Meteorology
Upper Air Data
Geophys. (SST
etc. )

* Terms Used
** Either in situ or satellite data may be used to determine some
parameters.
SCALE
Global means complete coverage of the world at a resolution which
permits determination of broad patterns but is not sufficient to
investigate patterns and variability at a regional scale.
Regional means a finer spatial and temporal resolution to permit
investigation of patterns and variability in parameter fields at
the regional and national level.
PERIOD
Updated Time Series is meant to indicate the full period of record
of available information which is regularly updated in a timely
manner.
Updated refers to a data set which describes the present or most
recent short period which is regularly updated in a timely
manner.
Reference Period refers to some finite period of the order of a
decade in length.
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The expert group focused on the preparation of high quality data sets
of observations that could be used to prepare a variety of necessary
products. Examples of these products are:
*

Global gridded analyses of monthly land and sea temperature and
precipitation anomalies. Other variables include snow cover, sea
ice cover, etc.

*

Grids of long period means and variability to verify climate
models. Some of the variables needed are: (1) surface and upper
air temperature, moisture, winds, (2) precipitation, (3)
horizontal radiation at the surface, sea surface temperature, (4)
earth radiation budget, (5) cloud variables.

*

Output from atmospheric reanalyses using assimilation methods.
The output is a set of gridded analyses of normal variables
(temperature, winds, etc. plus model diagnostic variables). The
latter include precipitation, ocean surface heat fluxes and
evaporation, clouds, radiation fluxes, etc.

4.5
Both the primary data and the products need to be readily available.
Some of the data have a high volume, but much of the output can be made
available at very low cost. A special effort will be made to prepare data
sets of the main data and products on low cost media that can be used in all
countries. WMO must preserve the free exchange of all meteorological data
between Members.
5.

METHODOLOGY FOR THE PLAN

5.1
The expert group recognized that to achieve success in the
construction of this baseline dataset, the methodology of how they would go
about it was vital. Thus, it was decided that the group would first undertake
a pilot project involving only the seven Members represented at the meeting.
This pilot would serve to "iron out the procedural bugs" prior to involving
all Members. However, it was recommended that all Members should be informed
of the efforts of the Rapporteur and this group of experts. This will be done
through normal WMO channels and through the publishing of this report. It was
stated that often pilot projects are never completed because the tasks are too
difficult, but in this case every effort would be made to involve all Members
as soon as each phase of the pilot is completed. Thus the complete
implementation of each phase would only depend on the success of that phase of
the pilot project. It was decided that the most important datasets for a
baseline would be those from the COADS, CLIMAT and CLIMAT-TEMP networks (World
Weather Records). The experts endorsed the recommendations of the CCL-X as
being consistent with the goals of this project, those being the increase in
CLIMAT stations and the inclusion of additional variables in the CLIMAT
messages.
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THE PHASES OF THE PLAN

6.1
As stated above, the plan for the construction of global baseline
datasets would be divided into phases. The short-term phases of the plan
address 5 distinct objectives:
1. to improve the spatial resolution and quality of climatic data in
the World Weather Records;
2.

to extend the number of climatic variables that are available in
the World Weather Records:

3. to increase the number of station reports that countries issue
through the CLIMAT network;
4.

to update and publish in both digital and hard copy form the World
Weather Records and their extentions in a more timely manner;

5. to establish a high quality core data set for climatological
research available to all countries.
These objectives would be achieved by three phases which would run
concurrently. PHASE-I would aim at objectives 1, 2, and 3 above. The
following steps would be undertaken as soon as possible:
1. A circular letter wll be prepared to inform all Members of the
activities of the project; ACTION—WMO
2.

The current WWR Tapes and all other available data will be merged
into a current dataset; ACTION—WDC-A

3. A complete inventory on a by country basis of item 2 will be
completed and forwarded to WMO; ACTION—NCAR
4. A pilot country committee (led by the rapporteur) will establish a
data format, station history questionaire form and file format;
ACTION—RAPPORTEUR
5. A letter informing the pilot country contacts (participants in
expert meeting) of the inventory and requesting all missing data
and metadata for their stations will be sent; ACTION—WMO
6.

Data and metadata will be collected and analysed from the pilot
countries with an evaluation of the improvement to the database
being completed; ACTION—WDC-A,B

7. An updated letter and questionaire will be sent to all Members
with the appropriate inventory to request their assistance in
completing the dataset; ACTION—WMO
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With the above letter each Member will be requested to expand the
number of stations reporting under World Weather Records and to
suggest possible new Reference Climatological Stations;
ACTION—WMO with assistance of the CCL Rapporteur on Reference
Stations

9.

Datasets (WWR) will be serially completed, discontinuities
identified and corrected (if possible), metadata will be appended
to the dataset and the dataset will be published; ACTION—WDC-A,B

10. Concurrently with 1-9 above, the COADS and UK ocean datasets will
be compared and consolidated (if beneficial); ACTION—UK,NCAA
11. The World War I and II ocean data will be investigated to
determine if the inclusion of these data in the Ocean Dataset
improves the database; ACTION—NOAA
12. Other Members will be contacted to determine if other ocean
surface data exists that may not be included in the ocean
dataset; ACTION—WMO
13. The "Maury Collection" will be key-entered and included in the
dataset as appropriate; ACTION—NOAA
14. The Ocean Surface Dataset will be consolidated and published
through the WDC system as the Global Baseline Ocean Surface
Dataset; ACTION—WDC
15. Work will begin on the upper air (CLIMAT-TEMP) dataset following
the above activities, unless adequate additional resources can be
identified by the Members so that work can begin immediately.
6.2
There are many tasks which will require immediate action for this
project to succeed. For example, the data input format will need to be
defined, the station history questionnaire and format will need to be
designed, a new format for the Monthly Climatic Data of the World publication
will have to be designed to accommodate the additional variables (Max and Min
Temp) and additional stations, etc. These tasks will be initiated by the
Rapporteur with appropriate support from the WMO Secretariat.
7.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

7.1
The expert group viewed high density precipitation datasets as a
regional problem and suggested that this should not be taken up at this time
with the global baseline datasets. It expressed its opinion that close
coordination with the GPCP (Global Precipitation Climatology Project) and this
project was essential to ensure efficiency and compatible products.
Concerning gridded datasets, the group stated that the effort to construct
baseline datasets was of the utmost importance and gridded datasets would
naturally follow as long as strong coordination between this effort and those
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both the ECMWF and US NMC have data assimilations projects underway. The
group suggested closer coordination be established with UNEP and IOC
concerning other environmental datasets, such as biomass and subsurface ocean
data.
8.

CERTIFICATION OF BASELINE DATASETS

8.1
The expert group recognized the need to supplement the basic Global
Baseline Datasets as constructed above with researcher improved datasets. It
was suggested that the WDC in collaboration with WMO establish a mechanism to
certify that datasets meet a certain standard, can be identified with a
scientist and are available through the WDC system.
8.2
As a starting point for this certification procedure, the group
suggested the following:

9.

1.

there must be a peer reviewed published paper documenting the data
set;

2.

the dataset must be in computer compatible format;

3.

the elements and scope of the dataset must be defined;

4.

documentation must be available that describes the format;

5.

there must be no restriction on the distribution of the dataset;

6.

appropriate credit must be given to the scientist who formed the
dataset, in most cases the dataset would be named after the
scientist.

STRATEGY FOR DATA SET DEVELOPMENT

9.1
The diagram below depicts the strategy for developing baseline
datasets. It should be pointed out that the current project only identifies
the effort for in situ data, including reference stations, CLIMAT,
CLIMAT-TEMP, and ocean surface datasets.
9.2
This strategy will be employed with the stepwise procedures as
discussed in section 6.1. The main coordinating body will be the WMO,
specifically the WCDP. The majority of the work will be carried out by the
Members through the use of the various WDC's of ICSU.

STRATEGY FOR DATA SET DEVELOPMENT
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TIMEFRAME FOR COMPLETION OF THE PLAN

10.1
No plan is complete without an attempt at outlining the timeframe for
completion of the project. Since the effort for completion is on a voluntary
basis from the Members, defining a timeframe is difficult. However, given the
desire of the expert group and their stated intention to begin the work in
earnest upon their return to their countries, the following timeframe is
suggested for this project:
(from 6.1 above)
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

7/90
8/90
10/90
10/90
11/90
3/91
5/91
5/91
5/93
12/90
2/91
10/90
TBD
TBD
TBD

10.2
As with all schedules, if one of the above milestones slips all
milestones following it must also be delayed the appropriate amount. The
expert group recommended that there should be aperiodic meetings to evaluate
the progress of the project and to adjust the objectives and milestones as
necessary.
11

RELATIONSHIP TO THE CLIMATE CHANGE DETECTION PROJECT AND OTHER WCDP
PROJECTS

11.1
Within the World Climate Data Programme of WMO, there are several
projects that are inter-related and will be discussed here. The INFOCLIMA
project provides a directory for climate information and is related to the
Baseline Dataset project in that INFOCLIMA will be used to produce inventories
of data networks, stations and lists of national centers that may be able to
help support this project.
11.2
The CLICOM project is an automated PC based climate data management
system being implemented throughout the world. This project provides the
capability of providing data to the WDC's for inclusion in the baseline
datasets. It also can provide the metadata for the stations. All this can be
transferred in computer compatible media and will be especially important for
developing countries to provide their data and metadata to the WCD's.
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The Climate Change Detection Project is broader in scope than the
Baseline Dataset Project and requires completion of the baseline datasets as
part of its strategy for detecting climate change. Thus, the Baseline Dataset
project can be considered part of the Climate Change Detection Project.
11.4
The Climate System Monitoring Project involves the measuring and
publishing of deviations (anomalies) of climate from the mean conditions. The
baseline dataset project can help to identify these mean conditions.

12

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING

The meeting was closed on 26 January 1990, the experts agreed to keep
in close contact with each other during the test phase of this project.
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AGENDA FOR BASELINE DATASET MEETING
ASHEVILLE, NC USA
JANUARY 1990
I.

Introduction and Arrangements
A. Introduction of participants
B. Meeting arrangements and schedule
C. Adoption and/or amendment of agenda
D. Overview presentations by participants

II.

Scope of the baseline dataset project
A. Purpose and requirements of the project
B. Metadata requirements
C. Variables to be considered
1. surface
2. upper air
3. in situ sensed variables
4. remotely sensed variables
D. Consideration of biomass data
E. Spatial distribution and global requirements
F. Time period to be considered for baseline
G. Reports from participants concerning their global
dataset work.

III. Data availability and structure
A. Digital conventional meteorological data
1. landmass surface
2. ocean surface
3. upper air
B. Non-digital conventional meteorological data
1. landmass surface
2. ocean surface
3. upper air
C. Biomass and related data
D. Gridded meteorological data sets
IV.

Problems known with each data set and type
A. Missing data
B. Quality control
C. Discontinuities
D. Urbanization
E. Instrumentation

V.

Development of project methodology and actions
A. Selection of baseline format, structure and medium
B. Assessment of data compatibility
C. Assessment of data quality
D. Assessment of data coverage
E. Minimum verses Ultimate project
F. Evaluation of available data
1. Methods for supplementing and correcting
2. Project requirements verses possibilities
3. Necessary compromises
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G.
H.
I.
J.
VI.

Building and the structure of the datasets
Evaluation of datasets
User access to datasets
Project documentation and standards

Required funding for project
A. Funding estimates by project phase
1. minimum and maximum
B. People and facility funding costs
C. Strategy for acquiring necessary funds

VII. Timeframe for
A. Based on
B. Based on
C. Based on
D. Based on

project completion
complete funding
minimum funding
ultimate project
minimum project

VIII. Suggested work assignments
A. Facility
B. Staff and computer requirements
C. Documentation requirements
D. Distribution requirements
E. Maintenance requirements
IX.
X.

Assignment of follow-up tasks
Adjournment of Meeting

APPENDIX 3

METADATA REQUIREMENTS
AND
STANDARDS
FOR
GLOBAL BASELINE DATA SETS

DR. KENNETH HADEEN
DIRECTOR
RICHARD DAVIS
DATA ADMINISTRATOR
NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
ASHEVILLE, NC

INTRODUCTION
AS THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY PREPARES TO
INVESTIGATE GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND ITS POTENTIAL IMPACT ON MAN
IT HAS BECOME WOEFULLY APPARENT THAT THERE IS THERE A DEARTH OF
ADEQUATE CLIMATE DATA ON BOTH REGIONAL AND GLOBAL SCALES. IT IS
ALSO APPARENT THAT EVEN WITH FAIRLY GOOD OBSERVATIONAL SETS THERE
IS INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION ABOUT HOW THESE DATA SETS WERE
CREATED, THE LEVEL OF QUALITY CONTROL, OBSERVATIONAL METHODS,
INSTRUMENTATION, OBSERVATION SITES AND OTHER RELEVANT
INFORMATION. THIS SO CALLED METADATA IS CRITICAL TO THE TASK AT
HAND. WITHOUT IT, CONCLUSIONS MAY BE DRAWN THAT DO NOT TRULY
REFLECT ACTUAL CLIMATE CHANGE OR TRENDS BUT RATHER, REFLECT
MECHANICALLY INDUCED RESULTS.
METADATA DESPITE THE OBVIOUS NEED, THE ASSIMILATION OF METADATA
MUST BE APPROACHED WITH CAUTION LEST THE METADATA SEEM TO BECOME
MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE DATA THEMSELVES. SEVERAL ARTICLES HAVE
APPEARED RECENTLY SUGGESTING JUST SUCH A TREND. PART OF THE
PROBLEM IS THAT THE TERM METADATA IS IMPRECISE. TO SAY THAT IT
IS "DATA ABOUT DATA" SOUNDS SIMPLE ENOUGH BUT THAT SIMPLICITY IS
SOON LOST AS DISCUSSION EMBRACES CREATION OF THE DATA SETS,
MANAGEMENT, AND USER REQUIREMENTS. AN INVENTORY OF DATA IS
USUALLY COMPRISED OF SEVERAL LEVELS OF INFORMATION AND METADATA
SHOULD BE VIEWED IN THE SAME CONTEXT. IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
METADATA REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS WE MUST SEPARATE MANDATORY
FROM DESIRABLE FEATURES, AND EVEN THESE MAY VARY DEPENDING ON
DATA SET.
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THE WORD "INVENTORY" SEEMS TO HAVE AS MANY DEFINITIONS AS THERE
ARE PEOPLE IN THE ROOM DISCUSSING IT. THE ULTIMATE INVENTORY HAS
SOMETIMES BEEN DESCRIBED AS A COMPLETE LISTING OF THE DATA. IT
IS TRUE THAT THE RESEARCHER USING GLOBAL OR REGIONAL DATA SETS
NEEDS TO KNOW THE GENERAL AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR THE AREA AS A
FIRST STEP. THEN, ONCE THE DATA SETS OF INTEREST ARE
ESTABLISHED, MORE DEFINITIVE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED. AS A FIRST
STEP ONE MIGHT ASK FOR THE FOLLOWING:
o
o
o
o
o
o

TYPES OF OBSERVATIONS
NUMBER OF OBSERVING SITES
GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE
PERIOD OF DATA AVAILABILITY
FORM OF DATA AVAILABILITY
SOURCE OF DATA

THIS, IN FACT, IS THE VERY TYPE OF INFORMATION FOUND IN THE
INFOCLIMA DATABASE. INFOCLIMA, THEREFORE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS
A GOOD STARTING POINT IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A CATALOG/INVENTORY
DATABASE.
AFTER THE USER HAS SELECTED A CANDIDATE DATA SET MORE INFORMATION
IS REQUIRED:
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

TYPES OF OBSERVATIONS
+ ELEMENTS RECORDED
NUMBER OF OBSERVING SITES
+ STATION IDENTIFICATION
TIME(S) OF OBSERVATION
+ NUMBER OF OBS. PER DAY
GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE
+ GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF STATIONS
PERIOD OF DATA AVAILABILITY
+ DATA AVAILABILITY BY INDIVIDUAL STATION
FORM OF DATA AVAILABILITY
+ PERIOD IN DIGITAL FORM
+ PERIOD IN MANUSCRIPT FORM
+ PERIOD IN MICROFORM FORM
SOURCE
+
+
+

OF DATA
NATIONAL NETWORK
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PURCHASE/EXCHANGE

THIS INFORMATION MAY ALSO BE DEFINED AS BEING PRIMARILY INVENTORY
IN NATURE.
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AT THE NEXT LEVEL THE ITERATIVE PROCESS CONTINUES, AND IT IS HERE
THAT WE GET INTO REALM OF METADATA. THE FOLLOWING ARE SUBMITTED
AS SUGGESTED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE METADATA FILES:
o

*
*
*
*

NUMERIC STATION IDENTIFIER (SHOULD BE UNIQUE)
STATION NAME AND ALIASES
CHANGES IN NAME/NUMERIC ID & DATE OF OCCURRENCE
CROSS REFERENCES TO OTHER ID SYSTEMS

o

* LATITUDE/LONGITUDE
* ELEVATION
* CHANGES IN LOCATION

o

* TIME(S) OF OBSERVATION
* TIME REFERENCE USED ie. GMT, LOCAL, DAYLIGHT ETC.
* DATES OF TIME CHANGES

o

* OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICES IN PLACE AT TIME OF
OBSERVATION
* ENCODING OR REDUCTION TO DIGITAL FORM PRACTICES IN
PLACE AT TIME OF DIGITIZING

o

*
*
*
*

o

* INSTRUMENTATION TYPE IN USE, BY PERIOD OF RECORD
FOR EACH ELEMENT
* INSTRUMENT EXPOSURE AND HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND
* THRESHOLD OR ACCURACY STANDARDS

o

* QUALITY CONTROL METHODS
* LEVEL OF QUALITY CONTROL BY DATA SET
AND PERIOD OF RECORD ie. MANUAL REVIEW, COMPUTER
EDIT, COMBINED MANUAL/COMPUTER, MANUAL/COMPUTER
INTERACTIVE ETC.

o

* NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF ANY KNOWN PECULIARITIES OR
PROBLEMS IN THE DATA SET.

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
PRECISION OF MEASUREMENT
RECORD OF UNITS CHANGE, IF ANY
CONVERSION PROCEDURES

UNFORTUNATELY MUCH OF THIS VITAL INFORMATION WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE
TO RECONSTRUCT FOR MANY OF THE HISTORICAL DATA SETS. THIS SHOULD
NOT DETER US FROM BEGINNING RIGHT NOW TO MAKE SURE THAT THE NEXT
GENERATION OF SCIENTISTS IS NOT FACED WITH SIMILAR PROBLEMS. WE
MUST BE CERTAIN THAT WE ARE BUILDING METADATA BASES ALONG WITH
OUR OBSERVATIONAL DATABASES FOR CURRENT PROGRAMS. I BELIEVE THAT
THIS BECOMES EVEN MORE CRITICAL AS AUTOMATIC OBSERVING SYSTEMS
START REPLACING THOSE THAT HAVE BEEN IN EXISTENCE FOR SUCH A LONG
PERIOD OF TIME.
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DESIRABLE FEATURES OF A METADATA BASE MIGHT INCLUDE SUCH THINGS
AS:
PICTORIAL OR DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUMENT
EXPOSURE AND SURROUNDING TERRAIN OR OBSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH
SITE.
INSTRUMENT ERROR/ANOMALIES DISCOVERED DURING ANALYSIS OF THE
DATA. ie. THE NEED FOR RADIATION CORRECTION OF RADIOSONDE
OBS., WIND BIAS INTRODUCED BY USE OF EARLIER 8-POINT
DIRECTION RECORDING ETC.
AGENCY OR INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBLE FOR TAKING THE OBSERVATION.
THIS CAN BE PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT WHERE NON-STANDARD
OBSERVING PRACTICES/INSTRUMENTATION MAY BE ENCOUNTERED.
NAME OF AGENCY OR GROUP RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE
DATA TO DIGITAL FORM
PRIMARY REASON FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE OBSERVATION IN THE
FIRST PLACE, ie. FOR HYDROLOGY, CLIMATOLOGY, WARNINGS, AIR
POLLUTION, ENERGY ETC.
NARRATIVE OF THE HISTORY OF HOW THE INDIVIDUAL DATABASES
WERE CONSTRUCTED OVER A PERIOD OF TIME.
DETAILS ON HOW DERIVED VALUES WERE DETERMINED. ie. IN
COMPUTING DEW POINT THERE CAN BE A SLIGHT DIFFERENCE IF THE
TEMPERATURE IS COMPUTED WITH RESPECT TO WATER OR WITH
RESPECT TO ICE.

APPENDIX 4

DATA AVAILABILITY AT THE NCDC

This document briefly summarizes the digital data sets that are
available at the National Climatic Data Center, NOAA/NESDIS, Asheville,
NC, USA. Only those data sets (non-satellite) that could be of
potential value for the construction of global/regional baseline data
sets are listed.
The following are data sets based on basic observations for which an
attempt has been made to remove random errors.
USA Max/Min Temperature and Precipatation
a.
b.

Monthly - 8000 stations *
Daily - 8000 stations *

(Network)

1888'1 s-Present
1850''s-Present

Cooperative
Cooperative
& First Order

1948--Present

First Order
& Cooperative

c.
2.

USA Hourly
Precipitation

3000

3.

USA Hourly
Airways

300

1945--Present

First Order

4.

USA Upper Air

110

1946--Present

UA Network

5.

USA Station
History

All Stations

6.

Global Surface
Marine

-

1970--Present

GTS/Exchange

7.

Global Surface
Marine (COADS)

-

1850 •s-1988

All Sources

8.

Global Rocketsonde

Few Stns.

1957--Present

Selected WMP
locations

9.

Global Upper
Air
007 + EGHRS

GTS Network

1963--Present

GTS (NMC)

*

Coop Network

10. Global Surface
007 + EGHRS

"

1967-Present

GTS (NMC)

11. Global Surface
Daily
(Max/Min Temp.
Precip)

"

1977-Present

GTS/NMC/CAC
(Derived)

* Only a few stations in the early period of record.
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12. Global Surface
World Weather
Records

1741-1983

NCAR

13. Global Upper Air
Weather Records

1950-1984

NCAR

The following are data sets for which additional quality control
has been performed, and/or the data were treated for biases and
systematic errors.
1.

USA Max/Min temperature and precipitation (mostly Cooperative)
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Monthly - 1,219 stations (B.P.O.R. - 1987. Available now.
Daily - 138 stations - B.P.O.R. - 1988. Available Spring
1990.
Monthly Extremes - 950 stations - B.P.O.R. - 1988. Available
late 1990.
Digital Station Histories to 1987. Available now.

USA Clouds - Monthly (197-240 principal stations) (NCDC/CDIAC)
a.
b.

SR-SS Total Sky Cover - B.P.O.R. - 1987. Available December
1989.
Total Sunshine - B.P.O.R. - 1987. Available now.

3. USA Pressure - Monthly (197 principal stations) (NCDC/CDIAC)
a.
b.
c.
4.

USA First Order Data 9175-240 principal stations) (NCDC/CDIAC)
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Water Vapor Pressure - B.P.O.R. - 1987. Available December
1989.
Station Pressure - B.P.O.R. - 1988. Available Spring 1990.
Sea Level Pressure - B.P.O.R. - 1988. Available Spring 1990.

Daily Snow Depth - B.P.O.R.-1988. Available Summer 1990.
Monthly Snowfall - B.P.O.R.-1989. Available now.
Monthly Max/Min/Precip - B.P.O.R.-1989. Available now.
Monthly Heating & Cooling Degree Days. Available now.

USA Daily Snow/Max/Min/Precip (319 Cooperative stations)
(NSF-Prof. Dave Robinson). Available 1990.
a. Snowfall
b. Snowdepth
c. Total Precip
d. Max/Min Temperatures
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6.

Mexican Monthly (350 stations) (Creighton University - Prof.
Art Douglas). Available 1990.
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

Long-Term Temperature (100)
Long-Term Precipitation (250)
Formation of Climate Divisions
Drought Indices

USA Concomitant Surface/Upper Air (60 stations) (NCDC/CDIAC)
Available now - Canadian 1990. B.P.O.R. - 1988.
a.

Twice daily 100, 85, 70, 50, 30 KPA
(1) Temp, Height, Wind, Moisutre
(2) Precipitable Water
(3) Thickness of Surface-Based Inversion

b.

Surface Max/Min/Precip/Snow Depth 24-Hour
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Temp
Humidity
Winds
Total Cloud (including ceiling)

APPENDIX 5

RECOMMENDED DATA SETS FOR INVESTIGATION
FOR
MEETING ON GLOBAL BASELINE DATA SETS
22-26 JANUARY 1990
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, USA
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Recommended Data Sets for Investigation
for
Meeting on Global Baseline Data Sets

The whole question on what global baseline data sets should
be recommended for preparation to meet the needs of scientists
monitoring global climate change and evaluating regional impact
of such exchange depends on (1) what data sets are needed (what
is useful in the short-term and what is ultimately needed and can
be produced in the long-term); (2) what data and information are
available (including quality of the data and problems associated
with it); and (3) the strategy to be employed in preparing the
data sets. These basic issues were considered in the development
of the recommended data sets for investigation.
Summary of Most Important Data Sets for Monitoring Global Climate
Change
In an effort to understand the needs of scientists studying
lobal climate change, scientists listed by the International
Program on Climate Change (IPCC) were contacted and asked to
state their needs and identify what data sets are most important
for global climate monitoring. A summary of these data set
requirements with comments provided by Chris Folland, U.K.
1.

Surface Temperature (Monthly) (Top Priority)

This is sea surface temperature (SST), night marine air temperature (NMAT) and land air temperature. A gridded data set is
produced on the monthly time scale. In future, methods of incorporating satellite data should be explored, especially for SST.
Ice data should be included. The use of ocean models to assimilate SST data should be considered as a SECOND STAGE.
2.

Surface Temperature Baseline Stations (Top Priority)

These should have DAILY data available and should be stations
commencing between approximately 1850 and 1920 - about 500 stations minimum distributed worldwide. In some areas, the baseline
station will start late e.g., ANTARCTICA around 1957. Intend to
expand to 1000 + stations eventually.
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3.

Tropospheric/Low Stratospheric Temperature (Top Priority)

In situ (radiosonde) and satellite (infra-red and microwave) data
to be blended in recent decades. Before that the best possible
radiosonde coverage. Data sets involving REANALYSES of model
data should be kept separate.
4.

Precipitation - Land (Monthly) (Top Priority)

A gridded set as for surface temperature. Many more stations
should be added to those available as input to the gridded set.
5.

Precipitation Baseline Stations (Moderate Priority

DAILY data as temperature - critically 2500 stations.
6.

Precipitation Quality Control and Analysis (Moderate
Priority)

The whole question of quality control and analysis of the precipitation data needs international effort. Matters like
"raingauge exposure" and station network design analysis need to
be central to this.
7.

Precipitation - Ocean (Moderate Priority)

SECOND STAGE This may need a combination of satellite (including
OLR) data, ground truth data (some from islands?) and REANALYSIS.
The latter may play a more crucial role than for temperature.
8. Atmospheric Circulation (High Priority)
The first step is a new analysis of historic sea level pressure
and wind data. Recent work at CRU (Univ East Anglia) forms a
basis for this.
9.

Clouds (Moderate Priority

Amount, tops, bases, types
10.

Planetary and Surface Radiation Budget (Moderate Priority)

In addition, it is required that these data sets are of
long-series, free of random errors and the data within them are
homogeneous in space and time. Recognizing that data sets
available now lack the quality and homogenuity desired, and contain missing data periods, makes it necessary to address the preparation of the data sets in phases.
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Strategy of Preparation of Required Data Sets
A strategy or methodology is addressed here briefly to
highlight the several phases needed to prepare the data sets
required by the scientists and to provide the rationale for
choosing the recommended data sets for investigations that are
identified in the next section.
Take for example the first data set (Surface Temperature
(Monthly)) above. To create a global gridded data set, data from
the following observing networks is needed, (1) in situ land, (2)
in situ marine and (3) remote sensing systems (satellites). It
is envisioned that the following methodology would be employed to
prepare the data set. In Phase 1, the first step would be to
identify digital data sets that already exist from which data can
be extracted, then acquire missing data still available at the
original source to augment the data set. Step 2 would be to process each "network" data set to remove random errors, as
necessary. At the same time, station history and instrument
and/or observing platform characteristic information would be
collected for all observing stations to prepare a meta data subset. These source network data sets would form the basis (source
baseline data sets needed to proceed in developing the desired
data sets. Phase 2 would involve the process of analyzing the
data by source networks. Data within each network would be analyzed in conjunction with the meta data available to identify
biases due to changes in observing procedures, instrumentation,
location of instruments, etc. Algorithms would be developed and
applied to the data to prepare a homogeneous data set in time and
space for each source network. At this level, the data sets
could be identified as "source reference data sets" Phase 3 would
involve the application of a global model to blend the available
sources of data into a global gridded data set. This level of
data could be identified as "global reference data sets."
The list of required data sets contains both Phase 2 source
reference data sets and Phase 3 global reference data sets. From
the methodology described above, it is readily evident that the
immediate task at hand is the development of global "source baseline data sets."
Recommended Data Sets for Investigation
The four top priority data sets are listed below identifying
what sources of network data are needed and some data sets that
already exist to begin the preparation of global baseline data
sets.
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DATA SETS REQUIRED

SOURCE NETWORK DATA/DIGITAL DATA SET SOURCE
IN-SITU
REMOTELY SENSES

Surface Temperature (Monthly)

Land/WWR

Marine COADS

Satellite/AVHRR

Precipitation
(Monthly)

Land/WWR

Tropospheric/Low
stratospheric
temperature
(Synoptic)

Land/Upper Marine/Upper
Air GTS
Air GTS

Satellite/Upper
Air GTS

Surface Temperature (Daily)
(Land Stns)

Land/*

* No digital source of global data except for a recent short
period of record as extracted from GTS data by NMC/CAC
(Washington, DC)
Several national data sets exist incluidng a U.S. data set.
It is apparent that the following existing digital data sets
are a source of data to be used in the preparation of global
baseline data sets:
1. WWR

(World Weather Records data set
containing mean monthly temperature
and total monthly precipitation
data for a set of global
stations.)

2.

COADS

(Tape containing marine surface
observational data for the global
oceans)

3. AVHRR

(Basic satellite data for use in
computing sea surface temperature
data set)

4.

Upper Air
GTS

(Upper air data collected from global
telecommunications systems)
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The United States (NOAA) has initiated a project to expand the
COADS data set to begin the processing and adding of World War
land II data to the data set. The AVHRR data set is being
investigated for the possibility of reprocessing for SST data.
Therefore, the remaining data sets recommended for investigation
are the (1) WWR, (2) Upper Air GTS, and (3) daily surface temperature to prepare global baseline data sets of (a) surface temperature (monthly for land area), and (b) Upper air data.
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REMOTELY SENSED VARIABLES AND DATA AVALABILITY FROM NCDC
The Satellite Data Services Division (SDSD) of the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) archives most of the satellite data and
some derived products from NOAA's satellites. Some derived data
sets are archived at NCDC Headquarters in Asheville, North
Carolina. In addition, SDSD archives selected data from non- NOAA
satellites, including the Air Force Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite and the National Aeronautical
and Space Administration (NASA) satellites - Coastal 2one Color
Scanner (C2CS), SEASAT, and Geodynamics Experimental Ocean
Satellite (GEOS-3).
Archived Data Sets at SDSD
NOAA AVHRR Level IS and Mapped Imagery
SDSD archives the NOAA series Polar Operational Environmental
Satellites (POES) imager, the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR), data in a IB format, raw data with calibration
and navigation data appended. The full resolution, 1 kilometer,
direct readout data, High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT),
the full resolution recorded data, Local Area Coverage (LAC), and
subsamples, 4 Kilometer data, Global Area Coverage (GAC) have been
archived since October 19, 1978. The archive of mapped GAC imagery
is on going. Polar stereographic maps began on December 22, 1978,
the mapped Mercator on June 24, 1985.
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) IB data and products
The TOVS suite of instruments - the Microwave Sounder Unit (MSU),
the Stratoshperic Sounding Unit (SSU), and the High Resolution
Infrared Sounder-2 (HIRS-2) have been archived in a IB format, the
MSU and SSU since October 19, 1978. THe HIRS-2 and the derived
vertical temperature and humidity products have been archived since
January 1, 1979.
Grid and Earth Location Data Sets (GELDS)
Earth location data for the AVHRR and TOVS instruments has been
archived from March 8, 1985 to the present.
Solar Back Scatter Ultraviolet-2 (SBUV-2) and Ozone products
Recently, SDSD has begun archiving the SBUV-2 IB data, a Hi tori cal
Instrument File (HIF) and one of a potential suite of ozone
products, total ozone. The beginning date is March 14, 1985. The
HIF contains information to characterize the SBUV-2 performance
over time.
Vegetation Index
Vegetation Index daily, weekly, normalized and combined products
have been archived since May 10 ,1982. On April 1, 1985, an
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improved algorithm and mapped projections, Platte Carrée, Mercator,
and polar stereograph!c, were added.
Heat Budget
Heat Budget products are from the AVHRR and its predecessor, the
Scanning Radiometer (SR). The archive includes monthly meansfrom
the SR between June 1, 1974 and February 28, 1978; and from the
AVHRR from January 1, 1979 to the present. A seasonal and decadal
product from both sensors began on June 1, 1974. The decadal
product was terminated on February 28, 1986. The seasonal product
is ongoing.
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
The data from the GOES Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
(VISSR) VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) has been archived at the
Space Sciences and Engineering Center (SSEC) at the University of
Wisconsin through a contract to SDSD since March 10, 1975. The VAS
data are archived in a format close to IB, earth location appended,
calibration applied. Winds derived from cloud motion in successive
GOES images have been archived since October 1, 1974, GOES Hardcopy
and Microfilm Imagery are archived from December 6, 1966 and
October 10, 1986 respectively. The archive, through September 30,
1986, resides at SDSD. On going from October 1, 1986, the NESDIS
Office of Research and Applications (ORA) retain these data. SDSD
archives selected North American 16 mm Film Loops from December 1,
1979 to November 30, 1985 and Hurricane and Seasonal 16mm Movies
from June 6, 1971 to November 30, 1985. ORA also retains selected
GOES, QMS, and METEOSAT Movies on Beta casettes, on going from
Obtober 1, 1986.
DMSP Special Sensors
The Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature (SSM/T) vertical sounder
data have been archived in IB format since August 18, 1987. The
Special
Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data and derived
Temperature and Sensor Data Records (TDR,SDR) have been archived
in an interim format, commonly called Wentz, since July 6, 1987 and
July 9, 1987 respectively. The final, IB, format is the test phase
of its implementation, and will be available in a few months.
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISSCP)
SDSD has provided data to ISSCP and archives the derived products.
The ISCCP products are an merging of cross-calibrated and quality
controlled radiance data from mostly geostationary satellites GOES, METEOSAT and the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite
(QMS). Gac data fills "gaps." Each data source is archived in
various resolutions, B1 (highest) to 83 (lowest)- These and the CI,
global merged data set, have been archived since July 1, 1983.
Yearly snow and ice data include 1984 through 1987, 1983 being a
half year archive. TOVS yearly data has also been archived, from
July 1983 through 1988.
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Yearly Hemispheric Snow and Ice Data Sets
Northern hemishperic yearly snow and ice data sets have been
archived since 1966. The southern hemisphere covers only the years
1974 to 1980.
Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS)
CZCS Level I Calibrated Radiance Tapes (CRT) and Compressed Earth
Imagery Gridded Data Sets (CGDS) as well as Level II data are
archived from October 24, 1978 to June 23, 1986.
SEASAT Instruments
SEASAT data from all instruments are archived from July 7, 1978 to
October 9, 1978. Geophysical Data Record (GDR) Geophysical Files
and Sensor Files as well as Sensor data records are archived for
the Altimeter. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Raw signal Tapes and
Digital Correlated Data are archived. Scatterometer (SASS) GDR
Geophysical Files, Sensor and Geophysical Files, and Basic
Geophysical Files are archived. The Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR) Geophysical and Sensor Files, and Geophysical
Files are also archived.
Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite (GEOS-3)
GE0S-3 Altimeter I-Tapes and G-Tapes are archived from April 10,
1975 to December 1, 1978.
Imagery
AVHRR LAC, HRPT, Polar stereographic Hemispheric Quadrants, and 7Day Brightness Composites havw been archived from October 19, 1978
to the present, GAC by Satellite Pass since November 30, 1978, GAC
Polar Steeo and Mercator Mosaics since December 21, 1978, and GAC
Microfilm since January 1, 1979. GOES Hardcopy have been archived
since December 6, 1966 and Microfilm since January 1, 1967. A
variety of Film Loops, 16mm Movies, and Bata Movie cassettes are
available from 1979 to the present. There are also hardcopy or
fim=lm products corresponding to Vegetation Index C2CS, ans SEASAT
instruments.
Archived Data Sets at Asheville
Sea Surface Temperatures
NCDC, Asheville, has an on going archive of sea surface temperature
products, snow and ice charts, and aerosol products. Sea Surface
Temperature (SST) digital products include 7-8 Day Observation
Files from the AVHRR, archived since December 1, 1978; 260 km.
Monthly Mean Data from the AVHRR, archived since January 1, 1979;
100 km. Analysis from the AVHRR and SR, archived since December 1,
1972; 50 km. and 500 km. Analyses from the AVHRR and SR, archived
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since March 1, 1974; and 14 km.Analysis from AVHRR, archived since
January 1, 1986.
SST charts also archived are: Monthly Means on a 2.5 degree grid,
archived since July 1, 1981; Global 1 Degree Isotherms at 100 km.
resolution, since April 1, 1976; Regional 1 Degree Isotherms at 50
km. Resolution, since April 1, 1976; Local 1 Degree Isotherms at
14 degree resolution, since January 1, 1986; and a thermal Analysis
of the Cyclonic Gulf Stream Frontal Zone, sinceOctober 19, 1978.
Global Photographic Displays are also archived from April 1, 1976
to January 1, 1980.
Aerosol Products
The Optical Thickness (0T) of aerosols in the atmoshpere are
derived from the AVHRR. 100 km. weekly contour charts and digital
tapes of individual OT observations have been archived since June,
1987. Since July, 1989 monthly mean charts and digital tapes of
the analyzed weekly and monthly fields have been archived.
Snow and Ice Charts
Archive of Snow and Ice Charts is on going; the Northern Hemisphere
since October 19, 1978; the Great Lakes Operational Ice Analysis,
since January 1, 1974, and the Satellite Derived Snow Cover by
River Basin, since October 10, 1978.
The attached table summarizes the aval able data.
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REMOTELY SENSED VARIABLES AND DATA AVAILABILITY
SDSD DIGITAL PRODUCTS

y&riafrJle

Availability

NOAA Series Polar Operational Environmental Satellite (POES)
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Global Area Coverage (GAC) Level IB
Local Area Coverage (LAC) Level IB
High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) Level IB

10/19/78-Present
10/19/78-Present
10/19/78-Present

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) Level IB
Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) Level IB
High Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS/2) Level IB
TOVS Sounding Product

10/19/78-Present
10/19/78-Present
ûl/Ol/79-Present
Ol/Ol/79-Present

Solar Backseatter Ultraviolet -2 (SBUV-2)
Level IB
Historical Instrument File
Ozone Products

03/14/85-Present
03/14/85-Present
03/14/85-Present

Vegetation Index from AVHRR (New)
Daily and Weekly Data
Stacked Normalized Vegetation Index (Weekly Composites)
Weekly Plate Carrée Arrays Composites
Weekly Mercator Arrays
Weekly Polar Stereographic Arrays

04/01/85- Present
04/01/85- Present
09/01/85- Present
09/01/85- Present
09/01/85- Present

Vegetation Index from AVHRR (Old)
Daily
Weekly Composites
Weekly Composites Combined on Tape (Stacked)
Stacked Normalized Vegetation Index

05/10/82-04/01/85
05/10/82-04/01/85
05/10/82-04/01/85
05/10/82-04/01/85

Heat Budget Data
Monthly Mean from AVHRR
Monthly Mean from TIROS/NOAA series Scanning Radiometer (SR)
Seasonal from AVHRR and SR
Decadal from AVHRR and SR

01/01/79-Present
06/01/74-02/28/78
06/01/74-Present
06/01/74-02/28/86

Grid and Earth Location Dataset (GELDS)
AVHRR
TOVS

03/08/85-Present
03/08/85-Present

Mapped GAC Imagery
Polar Stereographic
Mercator

12/22/78-Preaent
06/24/85-Present

Snow and Ice Data Set (Updated Yearly)
Northern Hemisphere
Southern Hemisphere

Note.

Digital data are available to the customer in the following formats:
= 6250 Bit per Inch (BPI) Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT)
= 1600 BPI CCT*s

1966-1989
1974-1980
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SDSD DIGITAL PRODUCTS (CONT.}

Variable

Availability

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSE)
VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VASy
Digital Earth Imagery
Cloud Motion Vectors

03/10/75-Present
10/01/74-Present

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
Special System Microwave/Temperature (SSM/T) Level IB
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I)
Level IB
Temperature Data Records (TDR)
Sensor Data Records (SDR)

08/18/87-Present
08/18/87-Present
07/16/87-Present
07/09/87-Present

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISSCP)
Bl Radiance Data from GOES VISSR/VAS
Bl Radiance Data from the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS)
Bl Radiance Data from METEOSAT
B2 Radiance Data from GAC
B3 Radiance Data from GAC
B3 Radiance Data from GOES
B3 Radiance Data from GMS
B3 Radiance Data from METEOSAT
CI Global Radiance Data (All Satellites Merged)
Snow and Ice Data Set (Updated Yearly)
TOVS Sounding Data Set (Updated Yearly)

07/01/83-•Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83- Present
07/01/83-•Present
1983-1987
July 83- -1988

Coastal 2one Color Scanner (C2CS)
Level 1 Calibrated Radiance Tapes (CRT)
Compressed Earth Imagery Gridded Data Sets (CGDS)
Level II Digital Data

10/24/78-06/23/86
10/24/78-06/23/86
10/24/78-06/23/86

SEASAT Altimeter
Geophysical Data Record - Geophysical File
Geophysical Data Record - Sensor File
Sensor Data Record

07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78

SEASAT Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
Raw Signal Tapes
Digitally Correlated Data

07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78

SEASAT Scatterometer (SASS)
Geophysical Data Record (GDR) Geophysical File
GDR - Sensor File and Geophysical File
GDR - Basic Geophysical Record

07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78

SEASAT Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)
GDR Geophysical Files and Sensor Files
GDR - Geophysical File

07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78

Geodynamics Experisental Ocean Satellite (GEOS-3)
I-Tapes of Altimeter Data
G-Tapes of Altimeter Data

04/10/75-12/01/78
04/10/75-12/01/78
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SDSD IMAGERY (NON-DIGITAL) DATA
Variable

Availj^ilitv

AVHRB Imagery
LAC
RBPT
GAC; by Satellite Past
GAC Polar Stereo and Mercator Mosaics
GAC Microfilm Mosaics
Polar Stereographic Hemispheric Quadrant
7-Day Brightness Composite

10/19/78- •Present
10/19/78- •Present
11/30/78- •Present
12/21/78- •Present
01/01/78- •Present
10/19/78- •Present
10/19/78- Present

GOES VISSR/VAS
Visible and Infrared Hardcopy Imagery
Visible and Infrared Hardcopy Imagery (Available from NESDIS/OEA)
Visible and Infrared Microfilm Imagery
Visible and Infrared Microfilm Imagery (Available from NESDIS/ORA)
Selected North American 16mm Pilm Loops
Hurricane and Seasonal 16mm Movies

12/06/66- •09/30/86
10/01/86- •Present
01/01/67- 09/30/86
10/01/86- •Present
12/01/79- •09/30/83
06/01/71- 11/30/85

GOES, GMS, METEOSAT Infrared Movies of Selected Areas (Beta Cassettes)
(Available from NESDIS/ORA)

10/01/86-Present

Vegetation Index (new) - Imagery Dervied from the AVHRR
Vegetation Index (old) - Imagery Derived from the AVHRR

05/01/85-Present
03/10/82-05/01/85

Coastal
CZCS
CZCS
CZCS

10/21/78-06/23/86
10/21/78-06/23/86
10/21/78-06/23/86

Zone Color Scanner (C2CS) Imagery
Level 1 Microfilm
Level I
Level II

SEASAT Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Imagery
Optically Correlated Swaths (70 mm film)
Digitally Correlated

07/07/78-10/09/78
07/07/78-10/09/78

SEASAT Visible and Infrared Radiometer (VIRR) Imagery

07/07/78-10/09/78

Daily Heat Budget Parameter Imagery

06/01/74-01/01/80

Note 1. Imagery can be ordered by the customer in the following formats:
s Print
s Negative
s Transparency
* Slide
Note 2. 16 millimeter movies can also be ordered by the customer in the following formats:
« VHS
s Beta
s 3/4 inch format
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SCDC DIGITAL SATELLITE PRODUCTS

Variable

Availability

Sea Surface Température Data
7-8 Day Observation File from AVHRR
250 Km Monthly Mean Data from AVHRR
100 KB Analysis (Global-Scale) From AVHRR and SR
50 Km (Regional Scale) and 500 Km (Climate Scale) Anal. (AVHRR and SR)
14 Km Analysis (Local-Scale) from AVHRR

12/01/78-Present
01/31/79-Preaent
12/01/72-Present
03/01/74-Present
01/01/86-Present

Aerosols
Optical Thickness (OT) observations
0Ï Weekly Analysed Fields
OT Monthly Analyzed Fields

June, 87-Present
June, 87-Present
June, 87-Present

HCDC NON-DIGITAL SATELLITE PRODUCTS
Variable

Availability

Sea Surface Temperature
Monthly Mean Charts (2.5 Degree Grid)
Global Charts (1 degree Isotherms at 100 km Resolution)
Global Photographic Displays (Quality Control Images) (Global/Climatic)
Regional Charts (1 Degree Isotherms at 50 Km Resolution)
Local Charts (1 Degree Isotherms at 14 km Resolution)
Thermal Analysis Charts of the Cyclonic Gulf Stream Frontal Zone

07/01/81-'Present
04/01/76- Present
04/01/76-•01/01/80
04/01/76- Present
01/01/86- Present
10/19/78- Present

Snow and Ice Charts
Horthem Hemisphere Snow and Ice
Great Lakes Operational Ice Analysis
Satellite Derived Snow Cover Mapped by River Basin

10/19/78-Present
01/01/74-Present
10/19/78-Present

Aerosol Charts
100 km. Weekly Contour
Monthly Mean

10/i9/78-Present
10/19/78-Present

APPENDIX 7

Expert Meeting on Global Baseline Data Sets
NCDC/NOAA,AshevilleNC
22-26 January 1990
Some Thoughts on the Reliability and use of Long-term
Observational Series from Surface Stations
Stanley Ruttenberg, Chairman
ICSU Panel on World Data Centres
The purpose of this brief paper Is mainly to examine some of the aspects of long-term
time-series data, other than the specific question of local Influences on the observations:
siting, shelters, change over the years of local environments, etc. In addition, these remarks
are addressed in the context of monitoring large-scale or global trends In the earth's climate
system, with the goal of Identifying with documentable assurance that trends are occurring or
have taken place, and separating natural variability from any variability ascribabte to human
activities.
1.

SOME BASIC QUESTIONS

The question of local station influences on observations are being seriously considered by a
number of experts (e.g., Karl, T. AGI) Fall Meeting, San Francisco, 1989). Work already
accomplished for some selected stations, and reported In the literature, shows that for many
stations enough Information exists on the various external influences on measurements/
observations to make corrections: however, considerable work needs to be accomplished to
extend this kind of analysis, which Is tedious and requires expert participation, to the global
network of meteorological/climatio stations. A few questions come to the mind of the
non-expert in these technical matters, and are listed here in an attempt to be constructive in
the context of our pressing need to understand the baslo physios of global change:
• How representative of even local meteorological/airshed regions are national met
stations, which tend to be sited near airports or at or near locations ohosen for other purposes?
• How site specific are influences arising from human activity? How do we test
algorithms that already have been derived and tested for specific stations or regional networks
for their applicability to other sites/regions? Can we derive a set of criteria that enable us to
select the most suitable human-activity correction algorithm for specific stations? Or, do we
have to treat eaoh site or homogeneous region on Its own specifics?
- How many stations would have to form a local network to assure that the local
variability, arising from such factors as terrain, Is averaged out to the precision required for
identification of global-change trends?
• Even If we could reliably derive regional averages, could regional anomalies be of
sufficient strength to bias the so-called "global mean annual" temperature? Some studies have
taken place to Indicate that this matter Is not yet resolved {e.g., Van Loon , H., G. Williams,
MWR, 104, p365. MWR, 105, p636; Trenberth, K. private communication).
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A more general question arises:
- Even if there Is a physical significance to T h e Global Mean Average Temperature."
how can we determine this quantity from a wide variety of station locations? Should we, and, if
so, how do we, combine mean atmospheric and mean oceanic temperatures, which represent
parts of the climate system with widely different thermal memories? If we had only one
thermometer, of accuracy and stability to any stipulated degree, where would we stick It into
the climate system to get an indication of Its thermal state that has physical meaning In the
context of a highly complex, Interactive climate system?
2.

SOME DOCUMENTATION QUESTIONS AND BROADER IMPLICATIONS

it is widely suggested that data/observations be accompanied by "adequate" documentation.
Sometimes we use the word "metadata," to mean the Information about the data which describes
the data sufficiently that they can be used with confidence by others than those of actually took
the data. Too often users take it for granted that the data are adequate, and the metada can be
relied on, as being complete and correct. We know that these are dangerous assumptions. It is
necessary, for global-change studies, to do something about Improving the completeness and
reliability of metadata!
We need to define, for each kind of observing system, and each kind of use, what constitutes
"adequate." For the purposes of this meeting: Are the common station descriptions adequate •
location, elevation, diurnal timings of observations, siting of the Instrument shelter in context
of surrounding buildings, type of Instrument and Its calibration method, etc? How do we
account for such matters as changes in surroundings that may effect local measurements (e.g„
changes In ground albedo arising from agricultural cycles, for stations in rural areas; changes
in nearby highway layouts, and diurnal traffic patterns; ohanges In population distribution in
local areas; changes in amount and type of industrial activities In surrounding regions;
influences of larger-scale circulations on local conditions, such as inversions, katabatic or
foehn winds?
Some of these matters can be entered Into the record in tabular form; others must be entered as
text. How do we maintain track of such Information and keep It closely associated with the
data/observations? How do we use such information to derive from the observations the signal
that we want?
Often, some of the best information on quality of data/observations comes out of scientists using
data sets for research studies. Should we keep track and, if so, how, of assessments of data
quality arising from use of the data/observations In research studies?
Under the aegis of the Global Change program, there is interest to organize some "Metadata Pilot
Projects," to try to provide detailed guidelines to those who take data as to what kind of
information Is essential to those who use the data.
Can this meeting define a metadata pilot project for baseline stations?
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3.

SOME RELATED ACTIVITIES

Mentioned above is the question of how best to combine, if at all, ocean-surface temperatures
with land-surface temperatures to determine the earth's thermal state. Any practical
observing system, or global network, for surface temperatures taken In situ must necessarily
be heterogeneous, but Individual calibrations can be accurate. What is the role of
remotely-sensed observations from satellite systems? Such systems offer the advantage of
global homogeneity assuming we can make adequate corrections for atmospheric transmission
effects. Under the aegis of the ICSU IGBP Special Committee's Working Group on Data and
Information, an effort is underway to study the possibility of deriving global
surface-temperature fields from satellite observations, and using key ground networks for
"calibration" and validation. Will it make sense to try to merge these two disparate
observations systems - surface stations and satellite systems? Is there arty advice from this
meeting to help the satellite community develop a plan for testing the benefits and/or
limitations and usefulness of global surface temperatures derived from satellite radiance
observations?
4.

SOME BROADER IMPLICATIONS - SOME SUGGESTIONS

Some goals of the Ashevlile meeting might be:
• Assess the practicability of assessing influences on station data that can be (i)
Identified, and (if) corrected for;
• If the above is indeed practical, recommend to WMO a program of examining the
various long-term stations around the world with a view towards deriving a sub-set of stations
from which the data are reliable for the study of global-change trends;
• Provide a set of desiderata for establishing a more complete global network of stations,
sited and operated so that their observations are useful for global-change studies;
• Undertake under WMO auspices a Metadata Pilot Project for baseline stations, and
suggest some basic desiderata applicable to metadata pilot projects for other kinds of stations
and data;
• Make recommendations as to how WMO can collaborate in an International effort for
global-change studies on developing a long-term, reliable (within the accuracy and long-term
stability requirements of global-ohange studies), composite baseline observing system,
comprising: normal operational land-surface stations, a subset of key land-surface stations
with highly-controlled calibrations and ancillary nertworks In the immediate surrounding area
to study the effects in several locations of human activités, ocean surface data systems, and
satellite observing systems.
8 January 1990

APPENDIX 8

BJ-oaaSB Data Cor a Proposed Global B n w H n a Dataaat

The question may be aaked as to how all-inclusive a
global baseline dataset compiled by the WMO, probably evolving
from the world-wide reference network of climate stations, should
be. Given that the need for such a database relates to a desire
to provide the international scientific community with one
globally accepted, quality-controlled and consistent data set for
the purpose of detecting and monitoring climatic variability and
change, decisions must be made concerning whether or not it
contains any elements other than temperature and precipitation.
The problems associated with these two elements alone, as are now
being experienced by those involved in establishing reference
networks, are not insignificant. The inclusion of other
atmospheric elements and/or océanographie data will present
further major challenges.
Should biomass or some other form of biologically based
data be included in such a global baseline dataset? For the
purposes defined above (climate change detection), the answer is
"probably not". The lag time in vegetational response to
significant changes in trends or variability is such that
atmospheric changes would be evident much sooner. Relic forests,
for example, may persist for many decades, and the rate of
natural regeneration is not easily monitored on a national or
international scale. Annual and seasonal variations in
agricultural crop yields, which do reflect current weather and
climate conditions, are also significantly influenced by such
other factors as technological "fixes". While some agricultural
models do attempt to separate these factors, their relationships
are often poorly understood: the use of most crop yield* to
detect climate change would not be realistic.
Are there, however, related questions which could be
answered, at least partially, by a global, biologically-baaed
dataset? Probably. The monitoring of global chang«(s), for
reasons of efficiency and effectiveness, will have to be done
largely through remote sensing with ground-truthing required at a
number of key sites, and there are a number of international
activities now underway to establish the framework for such
monitoring, primarily the IGBP. The monitoring of biomass is one
necessary component of global change: the technology to do this
exists now and Is currently being refined (SIFE being one
example: remotely sensed forest information).
Although a global biomass dataset would therefore prove
useful to purposes other than climate change detection, there are
other international agencies and organizations more appropriate
than the WMO to co-ordinate such efforts. The international
Gaosphere/Biosphere Program (IGBP) has already been mentioned.
While it has a limited lifetime and is geared to the
implementation of programs and activities, as opposed to
undertaking a monitoring function on an on-going basis, the IGBP
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is co-ordinating such efforts between agencies whose mandates are
ongoing, Within the United Nations, UNEP, UNESCO and perhaps
even FAO could have an interest in biomass datasets. UNESCO, for
example, has global information on vegetation types (not biomass:
Canada also has similar inventories such as vegetation types and,
for forestry, species dominance, both expressed in percentages of
areal extent). A more appropriate WMO role would be to encourage
furçhejr Investigation by its sister UN agencies into the creation
of biooajLs. datasets L and to liaise with them to ensure
compatabiiity with WHO global atmospheric databases.
Issues such as the définition of "biomass" end a.
determination of units, elements, data structuring etc. are nor
relevant to this Asheville meeting because biomass, however
defined, will not be useful in detecting climate change. Suffice
it to say that the difficulties and expense involved would be
orders of magnitude greater than those associated with
establishing a global database of temperature and precipitation
derived from international reference networks, and these will be
considerable in themselves.
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Supporting paper on gridded data gotg

1. Introduction
In addition to observed data, data analyzed on fixed grids could be
used to complement a baseline data set. This paper will attempt to
identify the potential benefits as well as the key factors involved
in building such a data base.
2, Pmrposft
It is assumed in this paper that the purpose of such gridded data
sets is essentially to monitor climate and climate variations, by
using all available data to produce the best analysis possible from
which values can be assigned at specified and uniformly distributed
points.
It should be noted that this purpose is different from the cairwnt
use of gridded data sets by NVP Centres to initialize real time
forecast models. This difference in purpose has implications, which
will be addressed below.
3. Potential benefits
Data coverage is far from homogeneous in space or time. This is one
of the most difficult problems to overcome in trying to demonstrate
a global change in the climate. Gridded data sets can be available
everywhere, all the time. They also eliminate any blasts related to
the geographical distribution of the observations. Finally, they can
be a very effective way to integrate information from various
sources such as upper air soundings, aircraft observations and
satellite derived information.
For these reasons, it is conceivable that such gridded data sets
could prove a powerful tool to diagnose or confirm a global climate
variation.
4. Key factors to consider
a) Data processing
All baseline data sets of observed data will need to be available at
the same location, in a format that can be processed by an objective
analysis scheme. Considering past experience such as FGGE, this is
a huge undertaking and will require major human and computer
resources. These data sets must include geophysical fields such as
ocean surface temperature.
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b) Archived analyses v

re-analyaea

Values at grid points will always depend on the analysis scheme used
to evaluate them. These schemes have evolved rapidly in the 80*s
and will continue to do so. The impact of changing analysis schemes
may be larger than global climate variation or climate change. If
this is so, archiving the best analysis available at a fixed time
will not allow an evaluation of climate trends over a period longer
than the period for which the analysis scheme is stable, which is at
best a few years.
If one wants to look at trends over many years with gridded data,
then a specific analysis scheme will have to be run on many years of
data.
Furthermore, the data on which the analysis scheme is run
will need to be reasonably stable. For example, one could run 30
years of analyses on standard surface and upper air data, and not
include satellite data because they are not available for the entire
period.
It should be noted that the standard data network Also
evolves and the impact on the analyses will have to be evaluated.
The prospects of running sophisticated analyses schemes on full
historical archives implies computer resources at least of the same
power as what is now available in the major NWP and Climate
Centres.
c) Domain of the analysis
The 3D grid will have to be specified, as well as the variables to
be analysed. There are many non trivial questions associated with
this.
The type of grid to use, the horizontal and vertical
resolution, the vertical coordinate (p, <r,or h ) . . . Even the choice
, of variables is tricky, since analysis schemes can evaluate
variables not directly measured, such as vorticity or vertical
motion; these derived variables might be useful tools to monitor
climate.
All that can. be stated now is that to do a comprehensive study of
climate change, coverage must be global and reach far into the
stratosphere. It is also likely that many different grids and/or
variables will be required to look at various aspects of climate
(e.g. surface temperature, stratospheric circulation...).
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d) Fixed time analysis va data «aslmilat-lop ache—
There are two totally different approaches to obtaining grid point
values. The first is to consider all observations available at a
specific time and deduce the values at grid points through curve
fitting of some kind. The second approach, used by all NWP Centres,
is to use a weather forecast model to create a guess field for a
particular time, which is then modified with the observed data
through a complex process. The process compares the observations
with the forecast guess field assigning appropriate weights to
different data types and is hence a powerful method to correctly
assimilate various data sources into a coherent picture of the
atmosphere.
These guess fields are now considered to be of
sufficiently high quality to permit a discrimination between good
and poor observations.
A fixed time analysis Is much cheaper and easier to do, but its
accuracy is limited especially in data sparse regions.
It is
considered that major improvements from griddud data over raw data
for climate monitoring can only be achieved through a 4-D data
assimilation scheme, because this allows use of time dependancies
and known physical and dynamical laws to generate the best analysis.
The major drawbacks are the massive computing resources involved and
the fact that the results will be model and analysis scheme
dependent.
In particular, special care will have to be taken to
eliminate any biases from the model used to generate the gueBs
field, in order not to introduce those model biases in the gridded
data, especially in data sparse regions.
5. CogeluBiong
- Gridded data sets could be a very powerful tool to monitor climate
and its variations.
- Archived gridded data sets may be of limited value due to changing
analysis schemes;
- The use of a 4-D data assimilation scheme including an NWP model is
considered essential;
- It is likely that many analysis schemes, grids and variables will be
useful in studying different aspects of climate.
- The resources (computer and personnel) required to undertake such a
task are enormous.
- These gridded analyses could Berve a larger community of users, such
as NWP Centres for NWP model evaluation.

APPENDIX 9
BASELINE DATA SET MEETING
January 22-26, 1990
Asheville, NC
Acquisition of Missing Data from Developing Countries
Input by Mohammed Kadi
1.

General Purpose

Today climate change becomes one of the major concerns of the
scientific community. Several studies and researchers attempted
to show an evidence of a trend in the global and the regional
climate. In their investigations, scientists are using different
types of data and different periods of time, collected from
different sources.
By establishing a network of climate Reference Systems with welldefined criteria for selection, the community of climatology made
an appreciable contribution to these investigations.
The Global Baseline Data Set (GBDS) project, aiming to build up
sets of data that respond to a defined norms and standards comes
to complement the Reference Network project. This GBDS project,
when archived, will certainly give scientists valuable instrument
(long homogeneous data set on an acceptable density) to make
comparisons of the results of their models and to test their
theories.
2.

Problems Related to the Definition of the GDBS

However, to build such data sets, we first must define the type
of data with priorities to be included, together with the time
integration period and the spatial scale etc.... We must, also,
take into account what is existent and where and have in mind
what could be done by all countries in the same short time. The
first set to which one thinks it would contribute the main
baseline is the CLIMAT data collected from the climate network.
3. An Overall Situation in P.C. Countries
However, and in spite of the sustainable efforts of WMO, UNEP and
other UN bodies, especially throughout the CLICOM and DARE
projects, the various bilateral cooperation programs and the
national efforts of the countries themselves, we must be aware
that the level of data management still remains low in most of
the developing countries. For example, in the case of the AR1
countries, among the main causes are:
* Difficulties to maintain observing networks
* Inadequate gathering of data and inadequate conservation of
manuscript documents.
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* Slow and sometimes difficult introduction of computer
techniques.
* Low priority given in many countries to Data Management (DM)
activities.
Within this region, we distinguish three groups of countries,
while considering the climate data management:
- One group of countries which have put their efforts together
under international help tackle development problems including
DM.
- A second group with countries that are, by their own means,
improving the different aspects of DM.
- A third group, rather important, of countries that either need
help or do not participate in all WMO activities.
This broad evaluation, needs really to be more complete and more
precise. For that purpose, a questionnaire concerning different
aspects of DM including the preparation of long data sets have
been prepared and sent to the president of the CCI working group
on data management and WMO for review and distribution to the DC.
4.

What should be done?

Up to now, there is no clear proposal on the way to archive
retrieval of missing data in the baseline from the DC countries.
The solution, in my point of view, does not require any specific
method because all countries feel concerned and aim to
participate and to contribute in the monitoring of the climate
system. They all adopted and strongly supported the CCI
recommendations (CCI X points 5.1 to 5.6) regarding data
management and the built of a GBDS.
However, there are two important points that the GBDS should take
care of in that respect.
a. The actions and the plans to be made should be in a way
to improve data management in DC countries and to sustain and to
extend the undergoing projects (CLICOM and DARE). Appropriate
recommendations should be done concerning the protection of
climate reference stations.
b. The benefits countries would gain in the GBDS, as a
feedback to their participation, should be pointed out.
Main Steps for Achievement
a.

Definition of type of data and time period resolution.

b.

Definition of the network of stations to be included,
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taking into account the CCI recommendation of increasing the
climate station up to
every - 250,000 km.
These two first steps have to be done by the meeting.
c. Analysis of existent data banks and sorting of the
missing station.
This important step has to be done by the Center where the GBDS
will reside.
d. After sorting the missing data, the countries will be
able to:
- complete the sets by filling the missing
- prepare and send the METADATA; but, the required
metadata to be asked for should match the CLICOM format already
defined.
We should allow countries to submit the missing data and the
metadata on one of these médias: digital form, microfilm or
manuscripts.

APPENDIX 10

DATA STRUCTURES AND FORMATS
(Prepared by R. Jenne, NCAR, Boulder, USA)
Formats to archive and exchange monthly data and daily rawinsonde data
will be discussed. The concepts apply to many other types of data also.
Under these proposed WMO projects, several different types of data
will be gathered from a number of nations, and put into one dataset (for each
type of data). The format for each data type should be chosen so that it is
easy to use, and so that it makes relatively efficient use of the storage
media. For the data under consideration, a character-based format is
desirable. The daily rawinsonde data is large enough in volume that, later,
it will also be put into a binary structure for use in massive calculations.
For each data type, a format needs to be defined to use for gathering
the data. The processing center should have some flexibility in defining the
exact output format. For monthly station data, one logical record should
contain the 12 monthly values for one station, for one variable and for one
year. If any data adjustments are made, both the basic data and the adjusted
values should be included. Formats now being used for global datasets of
similar data should be reviewed when choosing the format. The name and
location of each station must be readily available, in a separate file and
perhaps in front of the data for each station. Fixed length formats can be
easily combined into fixed length blocks which should not be a problem for any
computer system.
As noted above, it is necessary that we also define formats for the
associated information about the stations, including major moves. It must be
possible to pick up data such as station elevation as a function of time, in a
completely automated way.
In the case of daily rawinsonde data, it is desirable to use a format
that makes it easy to include soundings with different numbers of levels, and
still not waste space (as in a fixed block format). To do this, a variable
length format such as the present NCDC format or the FGGE format should be
considered. If the FGGE model is used, the length of each sub-element should
be a multiple of either 4 or 8 bytes and not 37 bytes as in FGGE.
All variable length reports should have a similar pattern of blocking
into larger records so that software to unblock one type of data will also
work for other types. Each report should start with an overall length
counter, then there should be one or two bytes giving a report type. This
makes it easy to include more report types as necessary, all in the same
overall data structure. If the report includes a variable number of levels
(such as a raob), the number of levels should also be included.
The present methods to block data reports are now considered in more
detail. Some methods permit the data blocks to have a varying length; in
this case the block isn't padded to achieve a fixed length, nor is one logical
report split across data blocks. In the case of FGGE methods, and some
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computing company methods (e.g. Cray block, etc.), there are fixed length
blocks. One advantage of a general system for blocking, where one report can
span two blocks, is that both very large logical records and small ones can be
handled in the same way. Im these schemes, each block usually starts with
some information about the data, and perhaps a checksum. Some computer
systems have trouble handliisg blocks of different lengths within a file. This
also appears to apply to UNIX systems, now becoming popular.

DATA BLOCKING ON MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS
Some aspects of the data blocking questions are made more clear by
considering what functions need to be accomplished in a mass storage system.
One or more files of data that make up the dataset (also called a "tape" or
"data volume") need to be saved by the system. Each file of data contains
user blocks of data, and the system must be able to deliver these blocks back
to the user.
To handle the data in storage, the mass storage system often chooses
some storage block length such as 8K bytes to 32K bytes. It keeps track of
the length of each user data block and where file marks appear. In good
systems, the data blocks include checksum protection. The user data blocks
often are spanned across storage blocks where necessary. The user doesn't see
any of this. In a given computing system, the data might be in 32K storage
blocks on the mass store and in 8K blocks on a disk; the same style of
blocking is used for both.
Note that the mass storage blocking of variable length data is similar
to what a user needs to do in order to combine smaller variable length reports
into larger blocks. Thus, we could define a similar blocking structure for
the sharing of at least some types of data, worldwide. These data blocks
would be outside of any particular mass storage system, but could also be
stored within a given mass store system, if desired, as just another block of
user data.

DATASET MEDIA
The world always needs two or three media that are in common use. The
most standard media now is half-inch tape, 1600 ot 6250 bpi. For small
amounts of data (about one megabyte), one or two forms of PC floppy disks are
common (such as the 1.2 MB, 5.25-inch floppy). The IBM (or compatible)
18-track cartridge tape started about 1985. The technology has been very
reliable, The cartridges hold about 200 MB, which is more than a 6250 bpi
tape can hold. They are small and easy to handle or ship.. The cost of a
controller and two drives has been about $80-100K. In 1990, similar equipment
will become available that costs $25-30K. This may gradually replace the £250
bpi tapes. CD-ROMs are becoming very popular and should be encouraged for
some datasets <they hold 600 MB). By 1991, it is likely that 4 mm DAT tapes
(holding 1300 MB) will be finding significant use. A data centre snould be
able to offer data on two or three choices of commonly used tnediau
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Climatological Data in Brazil
Jose Oribe Rocha de Aragao
Director 3-Disme-Inemet
The "Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia" (INEMET) is the
main meteorological organization in Brazil. Its General Director
is the permanent representative to WMO.
INEMET operates 403 meteorological stations. Among these
stations, 257 are main climatological stations, 90 are auxiliary
stations and 56 are agriclimatological stations. Among the main
climatological stations, 207 belong to the World Weather Watch,
77 are part of the Climate Network and 101 are part of WMO Basic
Network (AR-III).
The main climatological stations also make synoptic
observations three times a day, 00, 12 and 24 GMT. Ten of them
are Radiowindsonde stations and are located in the Northeast of
Brazil. Due to the lack of equipment, only three of these
Radiosonde stations are still operating with one sounding a day.
The Brazilian Air Force also operates 10 radiowindsonde with
one sounding a day.
There are about 4000 rainfall stations in Brazil.
them also collect air temperature data.

A few of

Not all climatological data in Brazil are processed. In
1911, Brazil had about 100 climatological stations. This number
has grown to more than 400 today. The data of these stations had
been processed, checked and recorded in magnetic compatible tapes
for the period 1911-1970. For the period 1971 up to today, part
of the data have been processed and recorded on floppy diskettes
and magnetic tapes (about 7 0% of the data).
The radiowindsonde data for INEMET's stations in the
northeast of Brazil have generally not been processed. However,
the GATE period was checked and recorded on magnetic tapes.
These data go back to 1969.
The data from the precipitation stations in the northeast of
Brazil have been processed, checked and recorded on magnetic
tapes by the "Superintendencia do Desenvolvimento do Nordeste
(SUDENE)" that keeps these data updated. These data go back to
1849 when the Fortaleza Station began to measure rainfall. These
data are from about 2000 stations.
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Data Availability and Associated Problems
Considered here are data availability and, almost as important, availability of
documentation of observing procedures and conditions which will have affected the
quality of the data.

I.

Ocean surface

I.1

Geographical coverage

Figure 1 illustrates the progressive increase of coverage of 6hips' sea surface
temperature data in the Meteorological Office (UK) Main Marine Data Bank
(MOMMDB).

Coverage of other types of data at the ocean surface will have been

similar.

Much of the Pacific is missing from the MOMMDB in the 19th and early

20th Centuries and much of the Southern Ocean is missing throughout the record.
Even in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, the restriction of the earlier data to
the main shipping lanes is evident.

The COADS data set contains in toto more observations than MOMMDB (Figure 2) but
most of the difference has arisen in recent years when COADS has included
telecommunicated data, whereas MOMMDB is an archive of original log-book data.
In some years and locations, there are more observations in MOMMDB than in COADS
(Figure 3, from Woodruff (1989)).

COADS and MOMMDB data for several 10-degree

areas are being combined, with elimination of duplicates, in a pilot project to
assess the benefit of blending the two entire data bases.

Preliminary

indications are that the enhancement would be substantial.

The marine data base could be enhanced further by inclusion of

a) The Maury manuscript collection of 19th Century data;
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b) About 15 million observations from USA ships, not yet keyed in, covering
the two World Wars;

c> Over a million Japanese data for before 1935 (Parker, 1989a), and

d) Bathythermograph and ca st data.

a) and b> are in USA and efforts are being made to key them,
from Japan.

c) are being sought

d) could be sought from NOAA/GFDL.

Global coverage of sea surface temperature <SST) data has been obtained from 1982
onwards by blending in situ with satellite-based measurements using the in situ
data as ground-truth and adjusting the satellite data to be consistent with them
(Reynolds, 1988).

These blended fields are being combined with observations of

sea-ice also.

1.2 Hasaaaa&aÈJw

Attempts to measure climatic trends at the ocean surface have been hampered by
changes of Instrumentation and observing technique, eg.

from buckets to engine

intakes for SST and from visual (state of sea) estimates to anemometers for wind.
Compensation for these lnhomogeneitles appears to have been partially successful
(Folland and Parker, 1989; Cardone et al 1989) but further progress will require
access to more information on present and past practices.

A substantial amount

of this has been collated from old publications in the Meteorological Office, UK:
this effort included a significant amount of translation into English.

In

addition, there is a valuable file of replies to a questionnaire on methods and
environments of measurements of marine observations (WHO 1987), out not all
members who were addressed replied.
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Contacts between research scientists in different countries are likely to be at
least as effective as formal questionnaires in discovering further information on
the earlier marine data.

A substantial translation effort may still be needed.

The need to document satellite-based marine data thoroughly and systematically
cannot be overstated.

Documentation can to some extent be digitized in coded form, but there will
always be a need for plain-language information.

The documentation could be

incorporated into INFOCLIMA.

2.

Land surface

2.1

Geographical coverage

This is thoroughly documented by Bradley et al (1985) and will not be described
further here.

2.2 Documentation

Similar considerations apply to land data as to marine data.

The bibliography in

Parker <1989b) includes much more information than the thermometer exposures
discussed by Parker.
effort involved.

The bibliography illustrates the substantial translation

A major compilation of station histories for the Russian

Empire, made by Wild in 1881, is being translated.
information should be incorporated into INFOCLIMA.

Newly rediscovered
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3.

Upper a i r

3.1 Geographical coverage

The gaps in radiosonde data over the oceans can in principle be filled by
satellite-based soundings.

The blending technique should, as for SST, eliminate

biases in the satellite data.

Because existing analyses have in general been

made using progressively developing (and therefore temporally inhomogeneous)
operational models, there is a strong case for reanalysis using a fixed model and
all available data.

However, careful blending of radiosonde station data and

satellite data may yield adequate results much more cheaply.

3.2 Documentation

A preliminary study of collated information on radiosonde stations is being
carried out at the Meteorological Office, UK.
information on satellite soundings.
INF0CL1MA.

There is a need also to collate

All this information should be added to
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Surface data sets and their distribution
There are three basic surface data sets that are of sufficient length
for use in Global Change questions.

These are surface air temperature

(both from land and marine sources), precipitation (land-based
measurements) and mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP).
The main source for these data, in station form, on the monthly mean
or monthly total time scale is the World Monthly Surface Station
Climatology (WMSSC) held at NCAR, Boulder, Colorado and updated at six
monthly intervals. This data set contains all data submitted by countries
through Monthly Climatic Data for the World and World Weather Records.
Additional station data have been included for some parts of the world by
National Institutions and individuals. All data is as reported and the
quality of the individual station time series has not been assessed for
homogeneity.

Many problems are thought to exist with all three variables

(see for example Bradley and Jones, 1985).
Data in station type form is difficult to deal with and for all three
variables data have been interpolated onto regular latitude-longitude grids
or to boxes. Perhaps the most well known are the operational analyses that
are performed to produce daily grids of MSLP data, on a global basis since
the late 1970s and for NH (since 1881) and SH (since 1972).

Unfortunately,

the gridding alogorithms (originally manual and more recently model
analyses) have changed and there has never been any systematic attempt to
reconstruct the earlier grids with the recent objective analysis
techniques.

Problems with the data are known to exist in both hemispheres

and globally and have been documented by Trenberth and Paolino (1980),
Trenberth and Christy (1985) and Jones and Wigley (1988).
Gridded versions of temperature (both land and marine) and
precipitation data are available (see Jones et al 1990 and Jones 1989 for
details and some intercomparisons). In general both data sets are affected
by problems related to station homogeneity, spatial representativeness in
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earlier years, gridding schemes etc. For example it is not possible to
readily interpret precipitation data without some form of transformation
scheme.

For temperature it is relatively easier to extract the influence

of altitude by transforming all data to anomalies from a common reference
period.
Transforming data requires data for a reference period from which to
calculate the mean or the parameters of the normalizing distribution for
precipitation.

The result of this is that because of station moves and

closures only abut 800 of the 1300 regularly exchanged CLIMAT data can be
used to update the temperature and precipitation data bases. This
situation is likely to become worse as time progresses.

A simple

remedy

to

this would be to publish (on computer media) all the individual monthly
data for temperature, precipitation

and MSLP for the new 1961-90 reference

period rather than just the 30 year mean data.
Although data for about 1500 stations are exchanged internationally
(1300 from CLIMAT plus another 200, delayed in MCDW), they are not located
in a very spatially uniform manner. The following three figures summarise
some of the problems and although they apply to precipitation data they
equally apply to temperature and pressure data as well (although problems
are less serious for these variables because they are more spatially
uniform.
Figure 1 shows the number of stations wfth data in any one year
available in the current CRU data set (CRUWLD) and an earlier data (BRADLEY
- that available in about 1985).

The difference between the two data sets

represents the improvement made through personnel contacts in
meteorological agencies and other sources (eg engineering consultants) made
over a four year period.

At best we have about 4500 stations with data

during the 1950s and 1960s. The lower pair of lines show the numbers of
stations with 30 years of reference period data. The remarkable fall off
in both sets of curves during the 1980s is apparent.

Such a figure,
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however, does not tell the full story.

The distribution of stations with

1951-80 reference period averages is considerably more spatially uniform
than for 1941-70, despite the latter having nearly 300 more stations
available.
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APPENDIX 14

WDC DATASET PREPARATIONS
Prepared by V. Razuvayev
Hydrometeorological Service, USSR

1. Major Goals Associated with Data Set Development
•

Data sets must be produced in computer-compatible format and be global
in coverage, but they must also contain sufficient detail to resolve
regional scale climate change. The structure of these data sets must be
in a format which would facilitate easy access. Such a format and
structure should be jointly agreed upon by the producers and users of
these data.

• The goal should be to make the full period of record of in-situ
available in computer-compatible media.
•

data

Regional data sets should contain information on meteorological elements
previously considered of secondary importance.
This means that in
addition to the standard observations of temperature and precipitation,
meteorological observations such as snow cover, dew point, wind speed and
direction, clouds, etc. should be included. The temporal resolution of
these regional data should minimally be daily time averages.

• Metadata (data about data), which includes station histories, should be
compiled for each station in the global and regional data sets. Routine
updating of metadata and basic data is very important.
•

Procedures to grid the basic station data should be considered a part of
the data set development.

2. Current Status
4

•

Current data sets, which are derived largely from the GTS, have
insufficient spatial and temporal resolution.
In addition, their
homogeneity is less than ideal in many instances. Similar remarks are
equally applicable to the World Weather Record data.

• A more comprehensive World Weather Record data set is a joint goal of the
US and USSR. The cooperation of other WMO member nations is required for
a large increase in the number of stations included in these data.
• The US and USSR have and are increasing the number of stations transmitted
through GTS. these include stations with long periods of record. These
data will be assessed for inhomogeneities prior to their inclusion in
World Weather Records. This will enhance the value of the data from these
stations as they are transmitted over the GTS.
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• On regional space scales, it is important to develop data sets which
include sufficient measurements from similar climatic regions. As an
initial step toward achieving this goal, the US: and USSR are exchanging
between 100 and 150 daily temperature and precipitation data.
.

3.

Both the US and USSR recognize that the: value of bi-lateral exchange
agreements, such as the one existing between our two countries, is not
a substitute for international data exchange as guided by the WMO.

Proposed Future Activity
• The GTS is an essential component of any real-time data exchange. WMO
should, commission a study regarding the feasibility of transmitting
additional stations across the GTS.
Such a study would focus on
developing a list of stations which would be suitable candidates for GTS
exchange.
•

The WMO should commission a study to develop an objective means of
identifying the required density of stations to define important regional
changes which have varying degrees of coherency dependent upon the element
considered. Part of this study should focus on the density of stations
required for homogeneity assessments.

•

Intercomparison of national quality control procedures is desirable.
Often, these procedures are not unknown outside of national centers.

• Space-based observations should be used where surface-based observations
are unavailabl e. Space-based and surface-hased temperatures must he more
thoroughly studied/than they have been in the past.

APPENDIX 15
Notes from W. Kininmonth for Expert Meeting on Globnl Baseline Data Sets
Asheville N.C. USA 22-26 January 1990
Upper Air Data Sets :
The basic set of data should come from the CLIMAT TEMP messages
that are regularly sent to Asheville via GTS, and subsequent corrections
that are relayed after quality control processes have been undertaken.
This should provide adequate information for standard levels for the
following elements :
Geopotential
Temperature
Dew Point
{ or dew point depression or mixing ratio)
Wind Direction
Wind Speed ( plus constancy or some other measure of consistency)
Note that such data refer to station data, not gridded data.
A summary of such CLIMAT TEMP messages should be prepared for each
year of data to indicate the network, and to identify gaps in the records
A selection of these records (sites) should then be made to obtain
adequate coverage, and to remove poor quality sites from the data set.
An alternative to deletion of records would be to include a quality
flag within each record. This would depend on the format designed
for the data base . This will require a professional interpretation
of what data should be accepted .
Follow up action with each country that supplies CLIMAT TEMP messages
can then occur to fill out the gaps, and to obtain from each source an
indication of the reliability and/or quality of the data.
The accepted data should be retained on a data base in a standard
format that would be suitable for reproduction and transmission on
magnetic media so that it is then available to researchers in a
relatively simple format.
This suggested approach relies on each country that supplies original
data to perform appropriate and adequate quality control on their own
data.
Some additional comments relating to the siting of the stations used
would be necessary to allow interpretation for missing data,
discontinuities, urbanization effects and an indication of the
instrumentation.
It is assumed that a group of people would be allocated to the
sub-project to collect the existing data, perform the "network analysis",
and to update and maintain the data base. A first estimate is that two
people, one professional and one technical, would be needed for these
tasks
-.
The establishment of the data base structure, and operational aspects
of system design and establishment of the data base should be part of the
overall project.
D.M. Lee for W.R. Kininmonth
National Climate Centre
Melbourne Australia.

APPENDIX 16
Climate Change Data Base Inadequacies:
Thomas R. Karl
National Climatic Data Center
Federal Building
Asheville, North Carolina 28801-2696
Abstract
The IPCC will soon be drafting a set of recommendations with respect to improving
our climate data base. Although such a document is not yet available, there are
a number of deficiencies in existing data sets that have already been identified
by scientists participating in the IPCC. For surface-based observations these
deficiencies include: spatial and temporal resolution, biases, the absence of
or inadequate metadata (data about data), and inappropriate storage medium for
modern analyses. In addition, there are a number of issues which have arisen
regarding the observational techniques and procedures which have been adopted
by various national agencies. Spaced-based observations of various climate
elements are now attaining sufficient length for climate change purposes. At
the present time however, there are few data products that are considered stable
enough for decadal time scale climate monitoring. Primary problems with spacebased measurements include calibration stability, interpretation, and data
volume. Gruber (1990) has summarized some of these concerns.
I.

Introduction

At the recent Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) working group
meeting, 30 scientists from five continents discussed various aspects of Climate
Change and Variability as deduced from direct and proxy measurements. An
integral part of this discussion focused on the robustness of current data sets
which have been used to draw inferences about climate change. I will highlight
the important issues and concerns raised at this meeting, along with some
personal observations. It should be noted however, that there was a spectrum
of opinions regarding the seriousness of various problems. Rather than a long
discourse on many of the problems which have been or are being published, I have
chosen to summarize important concerns.
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II.

Temperature

It is implicitly recognized that surface temperature is a basic component in
understanding climate change.

For this reason a considerable amount of

discussion was given to the inadequacies of thermometric data sets.
A.

Surface
1. Land
Spatial Resolution: For hemispheric area averages^ coverage is bareTy adequate
prior to the beginning of the Twentieth Century (decadal errors of the order of
0. l°t). Many 'sins' of poor spatial coverage are overcome by the coherency
(spatial degrees of freedom) of Targe-scale temperature anomalies. For regional
changes however, existing global data sets are totally inadequate in most areas
outside North America, Europe, and Western Asia. There is even debate as to how
good these data are in portions of these regions.
Temporal Resolution: Only monthly resolution is available in any of the global
thermometric data sets. This is a severe handicap, and it was painfully obvious
to the scientists at the meeting when they tried to. address questions pertaining
to changes in extreme events. Important global information on the changes in
the distribution of thermometric data is lacking, e.g., daily maximum and minimum
or daytime versus nighttime temperatures. Such information remains within the
numerous national meteorological data centers, but has not been made accessible
to the global scientific community.
Biases: Of all the biases, the most pervasive in the data sets is the urban heat
island bias. Although some progress is being made in this area, a considerable
amount of work remains. Rural undisturbed station data are most desirable. Some
measure of urbanization is also needed. It is generally agreed that the best
measure of urbanization is not the population of the region, but rather the site
characteristics surrounding the observing location. If such information is
provided, it-would be important to update this information on at least a decadal
tfrae scale.
Other biases such as changes in station location are more important with respect
to the quantification of regional climate change. For large-scale averages these
bi ases may cancel^
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Changes in observation times can be serious, the biases they introduce may not
cancel, especially within national networks. Appropriate metadata on observation
schedules are needed.
A recent review of the historical changes in instrument shelters used in national
networks suggest that, at the very least, important seasonal biases may have been
introduced into past data sets (0.1 to 0.2°C on a regional basis).

The current

demise of the Stevenson Type screens in many countries may result in new biases
in the climate record.

Without side-by-side comparisons of old versus new

technology, we run this risk.
At the present time, WMO practice allows surface temperature measurements to be
made between 1.25 and 2.00 meters above ground level. This practice may be fine
if national weather services consistently use the same height over time.
Unfortunately, this has not been the situation. Unless consistent procedures
are clearly specified, the future climate record will continue to be degraded.
Storage medium: A vast storehouse of data remains inaccessible to the global
climate research community because of two problems: the data does not reside on
modern computer-compatible media and outside of GTS (and its products), there
is no organized international exchange of data. GTS, Monthly Climatic Data for
the World (MCDW), and World Weather Records (WWR) are inadequate for the needs
of modern climate research. There is no quick fix for the lack of computercompatible data, but with the WMO-sponsored CLICOM project in many lesser
developed countries some progress in the area of data exchange should be
forthcoming.
A number of countries already have bi-lateral agreements to
exchange data. Such agreements are often necessary, and they are an important
complement to international exchange, but they should not be construed as a
substitute for a comprehensive international data exchange.
Metadata: An extremely important, but often omitted aspect of climate data
exchange is data about data -- metadata. Without such information, climate
researchers must resort to indirect methods to try and remove suspected biases
in their data sets. Metadata are usually available in various national data
centers, and should be considered an essential component in any information
exchange.
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2. Ocean
Spatial Resolution:
Surface-based coverage of the world oceans is still
incomplete, even today. Vast areas of the southern oceans, especially south of
40*S, are inadequately monitored. Over longer time scales, changes in ship
tracks introduce sampling biases which have not yet been fully resolved. 'Frozen
grid' analyses suggest that despite the poor and changing spatial sampling, the
impact on hemispheric and global averages may not be great (0.1°C per decade).
This is still subject to considerable discussion as true global averages of
conventional sea-surface temperatures with proper spatial sampling do not exist.
Temporal Resolution: Daily and monthly resolution is available in all of the
marine thermometric data sets, but usually only monthly data are used in large
scale analyses. Unfortunately, because of poor sampling frequency, adjustments
are often required to convert a value to a mid-month anomaly, especially during
the transition seasons. There are numerous gaps in the sampling frequency, such
as occurs during World War I and World War II (this problem is currently being
addressed by the USA).
Biases: For marine air temperature, biases exist due to a variety of reasons,
but primarily because ships have changed their physical character!sties over
time. For sea-surface temperatures (SSTs), changes in the method used to take
observations have been a severe problem. Wooden buckets, canvas buckets, and
ship engine intake tubes have all been used to measure SSTs. Several attempts
have been made by various research groups to correct for this problem. Prior
to World War II, there remains a 0.1 to 0.2°C difference on decadal time scales
in hemispheric and global averages of SSTs depending upon the assumptions made
with respect to the mix of measurement techniques and correction procedures.
Storage medium:

Over 100 million observations are -now stored on computer-

compatible media. Still, there is a gap in the sampling during the World Wars.
Furthermore, some countries still have a significant portion of marine data
remaining to be keypunched.
Metadata: Metadata for specific marine measurements are largely absent prior
to the early 1970s. Subsequent to this time, the WMO implemented changes in the
synoptic code such that mariners were requested to record the procedure used to
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take each observation. The absence of metadata has significantly contributed
to the uncertainty of long-term temperature changes in the ocean data sets.
Other forms of metadata are also valuable however. For example, the United
Kingdom and the US National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) recently were able to
identify a truncation error in Japanese marine observations because of the
metadata on file at NCDC regarding keypunch documentation.
B. Upper Air
1. Temperature
The primary global data set (the Angel 1 data set) that has been used for
calculating changes of temperature begins in 1958 (the IGY). These data are
derived temperatures based on the hpsometric equation. There are a number of
other upper-air data sets available for diagnostic studies, but except for
analyses by Karoly of "CLIMAT-MCDW" data, none of these data sets have been used
in global change assessments which span much more than a decade.
Spatial Resolution: A 63-station network which is zonally well-distributed has
been used to estimate global temperature change. Frozen grid experiments with
ECMWF data indicate that with such a sparse network, global and hemispheric
space-scale errors up to 0.1°C can occur on an annual basis. Regional trends
with such a sparse network are uncertain. The US NOAA/GFDL and the USSR's All
Union Research Institute for Hydrometeorological Information also hold gridded
sets of daily upper-air quantities.
Temporal Resolution: In the Angel 1 data set, the data have been expressed as
seasonal averages over zonal, hemispheric, and global space scales.
Unfortunately, the number of missing data at each station during each season has
not been taken into consideration. This must add some unwanted variability into
the time series. This can be particularly important as higher layers are
considered where missing data are not frequent (over 15% of the data from the
tropics never reach the tropopause). When the hpsometric equation is used to
calculate mean layer temperatures, the differences in height between two levels
may be based on different sets of days in a month. This is because the data are
derived from monthly averages.

Po
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Biases: Biases in all of the data sets have not been adequately, if at all,
assessed. There are known changes in instruments. The impact that these changes
may have had in the data remain uncertain. The high correlation of the annual
anomalies of the global tropospheric temperatures (about 0.85) with global
surface anomalies has been cited as evidence that the biases are not very large.
It should be noted however, that with the large year-to-year variability relative
to the trends, correlations even as high as 0.85 can still lead to substantial
uncertainties of long-term trends.
Storage Hedium: The 63-station upper-air data set does not reside on a computercompatible storage medium. This prevents effective use of the data. Other
sources of upper-air data are computer-compatible such as the GFDL upper-air data
set, but the data have not been routinely updated.
Metadata: There is an absence of a centralized information data bank regarding
the changes in instrumentation that have occurred. This has hampered assessments
aimed at minimizing observations biases. A survey of historical changes in
radiosondes is now being solicited by WMO/CIMO.
2. Moisture
Calculation of changes in global tropospheric moisture content have been recently
undertaken. These calculations began in 1973 because of known changes in USAoperated instrumentation prior to this time. These data suffer from all of the
problems described above. Even worse, moisture measurements are even more
sensitive to measurement techniques and procedures.
III.

Precipitation
A.

Land

In many portions of the globe, e.g., the tropics, precipitation is the most
important climate quantity.
Spatial Resolution: At the present time, ^global land' analyses of precipitation
have used only about 1% of the total number of precipitation gaging stations in
the world. For example, while about 9000 monthly station precipitation summaries
are compiled for the United States alone, only about 1250 stations worldwide are
designated as GTS international exchange stations for monthly data. The criteria
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generally used in the selection of these stations for global climate monitoring
are (1) the availability of GTS transmission capability, (2) consistent data
reliability from past experience, and (3) the availability of sufficiently long
records (>30 years) to provide reasonable statistics that would permit expressing
the "real-time" data in the form of anomalies. Unfortunately, the density of
these stations is not equally distributed over the global land masses; for
example, no stations are found in Mexico, Nigeria, Indonesia, etc.
Some researchers have increased the number of stations from MCDW within specific
countries by using the data within national centers. The spatial resolution
however, generally remains inadequate, except for the identification of largescale changes.
Temporal Resolution:

Monthly totals have been used for global assessments.

These time scales are inadequate for many ecological studies and hydrological
applications where extreme events are critical.
Biases: Gauges are not uniform in design, and globally there are over 50
different types of gauges. Generally within each country however, relatively
few standard designs are employed. The significance of this is that gauges are
not equally "efficient" at collecting precipitation. In high winds, turbulence
around the gauge may introduce irregularities (usually underestimates) which
could result in different readings even between closely separated catchment
vessels. Additionally, an estimate of gauge wetting (i.e., precipitation that
is not measured because it coats the upper inside surfaces of the gauge) is
sometimes added to measured values. There is voluminous literature on these
matters, and many studies have been conducted to compare the efficiencies of
various gauge designs. Gauge accuracy (i.e. the degree to which a gauge records
the "true" amount of precipitation falling at a site) does vary with gauge
design, with the height of the gauge above the ground, and with other local
features.
No universally accepted instrument or exposure height has been
adopted.
It is difficult to assess gauge accuracy without side-by-side
measurements, since precipitation may vary considerably over small areas and
experiments using a closely-spaced network of identical gauges have revealed
differences in gauged precipitation of 50% or more. Notwithstanding these
problems, precipitation data reported by each country are generally accepted as
7
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the best available estimate of precipitation amounts for that region. We should
bear in mind, however, that regional trends in precipitation may be in error if
new gauge designs are introduced and systematic changes occur in gauge siting
(e.g., a general change from poorly exposed sites to open treeless areas would
produce an apparent increase of precipitation) without provision for adjusting
the new measurements to the old ones. It is known, for example, that in Canada
and the Soviet Union, new gauge designs as well as changes in measurement
practices were introduced sometime after 1960. In the United Kingdom, changes
in exposure over the last 40 years have occurred because of the introduction of
"turf wall" (a circular embankment of soil around the gauge to reduce wind
deformation) gauges in exposed areas.
Storage Medium: The 2000+ stations used in global analyses are in a computercompatible format. A much larger, but uncertain number of computer-compatible
data reside at national data centers. A substantial fraction of precipitation
data remain inaccessible because they have not been digitized.
Metadata: Again, this is a critical aspect of establishing long-term trends and
appropriate climatologies. Unfortunately, international access to the metadata
which resides at national centers regarding the type of instruments used at each
station is largely inaccessible to the climate change community.
B. Ocean
Surface-based precipitation measurements over the ocean are not recorded
operationally, but some studies have used the present weather synoptic weather
code to estimate open ocean rainfall. The only real prospect for eventually
achieving a global precipitation monitoring network is via careful interpretation
of satellite-derived: data, assisted by the ongoing development of buoy-based
sensors.
I¥v
Cry0sphere
Snow and ice are highly variable on scales of days to years. These fluctuations,
along with the unique physical characteristics, of these cryospheric elements,
maice them critical components of the climate system. Accurate and complete
information on the spatial extent and physical state of snow and ice is necessary

8
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to gain an improved understanding of cryosphere-climate interactions and the role
snow and sea ice may play in any regional and global change.
A. Snow
Spatial and Temporal Resolution: At present, NOAA produces the only hemispheric
(northern) snow chart. Weekly charts are constructed by a manual analysis of
satellite imagery. They portray the extent of relatively complete snow cover
and areas of patchy cover. Surface-based observations of snow cover are of
sufficient density for climatological analyses only in lower elevations of the
middle latitudes. Many of these data have daily time resolution and are of long
duration. A number of national weather agencies, including the US Air Force,
produce global snow depth products on a daily basis for use in operational data
streams.
Biases: Prior to 1973, the NOAA snow cover product is not reliable. The data
are seriously inhomogeneous over the Tibet/Himalaya region. Seasonally varying
northern limits of illumination for satellite sensors in the visible wavelengths
prevent a complete coverage. Scattered mountain snows are omitted because of
the coarse gridding resolution. The presence of persistent areas of clouds
remain a problem.
A number of long-term station-based summaries of snow depth suffer from station
relocations and changes in measurement techniques.
Global operational products, such as that produced by the US Air Force, suffer
from extrapolations and unknown and changing data sources. Climate change
studies must have information about the source of input data.
Storage Medium: Space-based observations reside in computer-compatible format
along with operational analyses. Many of the long-term snow depth station data
sets are not in computer-compatible format and/or reside only within national
centers.
Metadata:
The status of metadata for the spaced-based products has been
documented and described in a number of journal papers. The state of metadata
for station snow depth data is similar to that for temperature and precipitation.
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& . Sea Ice
The primary sources of sea ice are derived from marine observations, harbor logs,
and most recently, space-based observations including both satellite and airplane
measurements.
Spatial and Temporal Resolution:
Harbor Logs: These data are restricted in coverage and are useful only
in regional studies. Time resolution varies depending on the station.
Often, only dates on important changes in sea-ice extent and quality are
available, e.g., freeze-up, break-up, fast-ice, frazil, etc.
Marine Observations: These data are of limited spatial extent. The
spatial resolution is thought to be sufficient to piece together changes
within various regions in and around the Arctic. The temporal resolution
is usually monthly averages, and analyses have been conducted back to 1953.
Space-Based Observations:
resolution in weekly.

These data are global

in coverage.

The

Biases:
Harbor Logs: Observations are subjective and suffer from human perception
and changes in observers.
Marine Observations: These data are biased by changes in spatial coverage
and frequency. They too, are subject to change in human perception.
Spaced-Based Observations: These data are considered most reliable of the
three sources. Current data sets have supplemented surface observations
with visible and passive microwave observations of sea ice edge measured
by various levels of sea ice concentration and age. Reliable data begin
in 1972 for the Arctic and 1973 for the Antarctic.
Storage Medium: The space-based observations reside on magnetic tape along with
most of the surface-based observations.
Metadata: Barely adequate metadata exist for the space-based observations, but
such data for marine observations and harbor logs have not been evaluated.
10
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V.

Po

Clouds
A.

Land

General analyses of changes in cloud cover are still based on surface-based
observations, despite several decades of satellite observations.
Spatial Resolution:
The resolution is limited by the number of available
stations. This is usually several hundred per continent or nation.
Temporal Resolution: Original observations are hourly, but have been summarized
into months or seasons. Many data sets have now been developed which span the
Twentieth Century.
Biases: Biases can stem from many different factors. At the present time,
detailed analyses of biases vary from country to country.
Recent analyses
suggest that biases arise from changes in reporting practices (such as inclusion
of obscurations and changes in definitions from cloud cover to sky cover), and
in the frequency and time of day observations were made. Biases, in some
instances, have been shown to be as large as long-term trends.
Storage Medium: A substantial amount of data has been put into computercompatible format, but considerable historical data remain in manuscript form
and inaccessible within national centers.
Metadata: Metadata are crucial for this climate element. In the past, it has
not been included with the data worked up by many analysts because of the
difficulty in obtaining these data.
For station data it is an essential
component of any cloud analysis.
B. Ocean
Changes in cloudiness from satellite observations are not yet available. Mean
climatologies are being produced by programs such as ISCCP. At this time, it
is uncertain whether these data will provide reliable information of globalscale changes, but it is certainly likely to be an improvement over the current
observing system which is totally inadequate.
Spatial Resolution:

Similar to other marine observations.

11
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Temporal Resolution:

Similar to other marine observations.

Biases: Major biases have probably been introduced into long time series of
cloud cover due to the introduction of a change in the international synoptic
format. Prior to the 1950s, clouds were reported in tenths. Subsequent to this
time, the code was changed to eighths. During the early 1950s, there is evidence
for a large increase in global marine cloud cover which is not reflected in the
number of clear or cloudy days.
Storage Medium:
Metadata:
VI.

Similar to other marine data sets.

Similar to other marine data sets.

Space-Based Observations

In addition to the problems addressed by Gruber (1990), the issue of data volume
and accessibility to climate change products is critical. At the present time,
researchers are hampered by the vast number of data tapes which are needed to
produce simple measures of climate change.
VII.

Conclusions

As gleaned from this brief report, all of the climate elements are affected by
biases, a lack of adequate data, and inadequate means to distribute data that
are already available. The WMO could be of great assistance if it developed an
international program specifically for exchange of climate change-related data
and data sets. This program must include appropriate metadata along with the
data exchange and a means to put these data on computer-compatible media. A data
exchange without adequate metadata would be a major mistake.

12
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING SATELLITE DATA
FOR
STUDYING CLIMATE CHANGE AND VARIABILITY
Arnold Gruber
Satellite Research Laboratory, NESDIS/NOAA
Dec. 12, 1989
Because of their excellent spatial and temporal coverage, polar and geostationary
satellites are crucial for studying climate change and variability. Of particular
importance are operational satellite systems, as they provide the necessary
commitment of resources needed to produce long - term data sets. Despite the fact
that current operational satellite systems were primarily designed to obtain
"weather data", it has been possible to derive some climate parameters from them
(Ohring et al., 1989). There is, however, much that can be done to improve
existing satellite based climate products as well as develop new ones. We
recommend the following to help ensure the usefulness of satellites in studying
the planetary climate system.
CALIBRATION - All instruments should be accurately calibrated prior to launch
and the instrument stability should be monitored in space. In the past many
instruments were calibrated prior to launch with no in flight monitoring. There
is no easy way for correcting these instruments for degradation, which thus
limits their usefulness. This has been more of a problem for the shortwave
imagers than for the infrared ones. For those instruments that have no onboard
calibration, techniques should be developed and implemented for calibrating them
or monitoring their stability while in flight using Earth targets.
REPROCESSING - Deriving climate parameters from satellite radiances is still
a young and evolving science. For example, climate parameters such as
SST,outgoing longwave radiation, clouds and vegetation index, to cite a few, have
been produced for years, yet the algorithms that produce these products are still
being improved. As a result there are often discontinuous changes in the time
record. And algorithms for new climate products are just being developed. It is
imperative that provision be made for the original radiances to be reprocessed
in order to obtain the most accurate and stable long term set of satellite data
possible for analyzing climate variability. The ability to reprocess radiance
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data with improved algorithms is analogous, for example, to re-analyzing the
instrumental surface temperature record when new information, such as the effects
of urbanization, is uncovered. We therefore recommend that resources be made
available and procedures be established established for reprocessing radiances
for the improvement of important climate parameters.
DATA COMPATIBILITY - Many climate parameters derived from satellite radiances
have no counterpart in the conventional instrumental record (e.g., planetary
radiation budget, vegetation index). Other parameters (e.g. SST, clouds,
precipitation) are similar to the conventional data record yet differ in many
respects, sometimes subtly. Also, data sets that are unique to satellites but
are obtained from different sensors, satellites, or techniques frequently differ
from each other. In order to extract the most use from these data, it is
important that studies be conducted to understand these differences and that
procedures be developed to obtain homogeneous data sets. Where possible,
satellite and non-satellite data sets for climate change studies should be
integrated.
FUTURE SYSTEMS - In the planning and requirements for new satellite data
collection, archiving, and processing systems, cognizance should be given to
their use in climate studies.
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The principal finding of an International
Council of Scientific Unioiis(ICSU)/Committee
on Space Research (COSPAR) ad hoc group
on Remote Sensing for Global Change [Rasoal, 1987] was that "The current international operational satellite system, augmented
with the technology developed by research
missions and supported by validation experiments and a comprehensive data system,
could provide the basis for a global change
observing system." The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's environmental
satellites represent a significant part of the international system.
NOAA manages a NOAA series of polar
orbiters and a Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) series of geostationary satellites. A NOAA satellite can view
each point on the Earth's surface every 12
hours, at approximately the same local time
each overpass. An attempt is made to maintain two NOAA satellites in orbit at all times,
a so-called afternoon "bird" with nominal observing times of 2 P.M. and 2 A.M. and a
morning bird with observations at 7 A.M. and
7 P.M. A GOES satellite hovering over the
equator views continuously the surface of the
Earth within 60° Earth central angle of the
subsatellite point. NOAA operates a twoGOES system, one nominally stationed at
75°W and the other at 135°W.
Although designed primarily for weather
observations, these satellite measurements
contain considerable information on climate
parameters. While much remains to be done
to raise the quality of satellite observations to
the levels required by many global change
problems—mainly through improved calibration and validation procedures—the existing
archives represent a rich source of data for
attacking a number of such questions.
It is the purpose of this article to describe
the characteristics of available NOAA satellite
data sets and provide information on how to
obtain data. Because of their mix of instruments and products, and their global coverage, the NOAA polar orbiter series will be
emphasized.
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Radiance Data
Tables I and 2 summarize key orbital and
payload characteristics of the NOAA and
GOES satellites, respectively. The basic observations of each instrument are radiances at
particular wavelengths. These observations
are archived at the lowest level of processing
that has scientific utility. The data are saved
at the highest resolution available from the
spacecraft, as well as in some sampled and averaged forms.
Observations from the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), the
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
(TOVS), and the Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet (SBUV) instrument are saved in the Level
lb format. The lb data consist of raw data
that have been quality controlled and to
which Earth location and calibration data
have been appended but not applied. Ancillary data such as time codes, solar zenith angle, satellite scan angle, and some quality indicators are also included. The data reside in
the archive in sets consisting of data from a
particular instrument for a single orbit or a
subset of an orbit.

Cover. The image of the 1987 AVHRR
Vegetation Index Annual Normalized Difference Days was prepared as part of a research effort to examine the use of remotely sensed data to monitor global vegetation as a potential tool for monitoring
global climatic conditions. The annual
Normalized Difference (ND) days represent the seasonal duration of green vegetation for a given location. Regions of the
world with long growing seasons, e.g.,
equatorial rain forests, display the greatest
annual number of ND days. The annual
number of ND days generally decreases,
as the length of the growing season decreases, with increased latitude north or
south of the equator. Fluctuations in this
general trend are primarily due to terrain
(mountains) or major climatic features
(deserts).
The image was produced at the U.S.
Geological Survey/NMD EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, S Dak , from the weekly
NOAA/NESDIS Vegetation Index (GVI)
product. More than 650 megabytes of
data were processed to produce the im-
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The AVHRR data are saved in two forms,
Local Area Coverage (LAC) and Global Area
Coverage (GAC). The GAC data, with a resolution of 4 km x 1 km and one sample for
every 15 km2, are available globally twice
each day from each polar orbiter. The LAC
data are taken at 1 km x 1 km resolution and
are available from only about 10% of each orbit. Coverage with LAC data is determined by
user request.
The TOVS data are archived separately for
each component sensor. The sensors are the
High Resolution InfraRed Sounder (HIRS),
the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), and
the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU). The
sounder data are available globally twice each
day from each spacecraft.
The primary instrument on the GOES is
the Visible Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer
(VISSR), which is operated in an imaging
mode and an atmospheric sounding mode
(VISSR Atmospheric Sounder of VAS). The
VISSR uses the spinning of the spacecraft
and a stepping telescope to make images of
the Earth's disk as seen from geostationary
orbit. The configuration of the GOES prevents the VISSR from being operated in the
VISSR imaging mode and the VAS mode at
the same time. The normal operating procedure is for full disk images to be made at
half-hourly intervals with VAS data taken
only at certain times which may vary depending on weather conditions.
The data are archived digitally in sectors
which may include the full disk or subsets of
it. The data are in the form of calibrated
counts which can be converted to geophysical
units by means of a fixed look-up table. The
VISSR data are supplied from the archive in
digital arrays with navigation information appended, and a given (or specified by the requestor) center latitude and longitude. Software is also supplied that uses the navigation
data to calculate the latitude and longitude of
any pixel in the array.
Further details on instrument characteristics and the archived data can be found in the
age. The weekly GVI data have been
processed to compute the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index from calibrated
data of bands 1 and 2 of the NOAA
AVHRR. Additional processing removed
cloud contaminated data, data drops due
to instrument or data relay problems, and
data acquired at solar elevation angles less
than 15°. Weekly data were composited biweekly to further reduce cloud contamination. Biweekly values of the normalized
difference vegetation index, greater than
a base value of 0.1, were weighted by the
number of days in the sample interval (14)
and cumulated over a year to provide the
annual ND days. Computation of annual
ND days for 1986 and 1988 is in process.
Image courtesy of Kevin P. Gallo,
NOAA/NESDIS, EROS Data Center,
Sioux Falls, S Dak , and Jesslyn F. Brown,
TGS Technology, Inc., EROS Data Center, currently at the Geography Department, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
See "Climate and Global Change: Characteristics of NOAA Satellite Data," by G.
Ohring et al., this issue.
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TABLE 1. NOAA-Advanced TIROS-N (ATM) Weather Satellites
Number of
Channels/
Frequencies

Spectral Range/
Frequency Range

Resolution

Swath
Width

5

0.58-12.5 urn

1.1 km

2700 km

20

3.8-15.0 jim

17.4 km

2240 km

Sensor

Applications

AVHRR/2
(Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer)

Cloud Temperature, Sea
Surface Temperature, Land
Temperature, Vegetation Index

H1RS/2
(High-Resolution
Infrared Sounder)

Temperature and Moisture
Profiles

SSU
(Stratospheric Sounding
Unit)

Atmospheric Sounding,
Temperature Profiles

3

14.7 urn
(Centered)

147 km

736 km

MSU
(Microwave Sounding
Unit)

Atmospheric Sounding

4

50.3-57.05 GHz

109 km

2347 km

SBUV*
(Solar Baclcscatter UV
Experiment)

Solar Spectrum, Ozone
Profiles, Earth Radiance
Spectrum

12

252.0-339.8 nm

169.3 km

Nadir Viewing

*P.M. satellite only.
Objectives of mission: meteorological observations, measurements of sea surface temperature, sea ice, and snow cover, assessment of condition of
vegetation; orbit characteristics: polar, 833-870 km altitude, 7 A.M. and 2 P.M. equator crossing times.
TABLE 2. Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)

Sensor
VAS
(Visible and Infrared
Spin Scan Radiometer
[VISSRJ Atmospheric
Sounder)

Applications
I maging—Day/Night
Cloud Cover
Sounding—Temperature and
Water Content

Number of
Channels/
Frequencies

Spectral Range/
Frequency Range

Resolution

5

0.55-0.7 urn
3.90-14.7 urn

1 km—Vis
8 km—IR

Limb to limb

12

3.90-14.7 urn

14 km

Limb to limb

Swath
Width

Objectives of mission: operational weather dau, cloud cover, temperature profiles, real-time storm monitoring, severe storm warning, sea surface
temperature; orbit characteristics: geostationary at east and west longitudes.

NOAA Polar Orbiter Data User's Guide [Kidwell,
1986] and the GOES Data User's Guide [Gibson,
1984], both available from the Satellite Data
Services Division (SDSD), NOAA/NESDIS,
Room 500, Princeton Executive Center,
Washington, DC 20233; tel. 301-763-8399,
which serves as the archive for most of the
satellite data discussed in this article.

The observed radiances are transformed to
meteorological and geophysical variables by
means of processing algorithms of varying
complexity.
Sounding Products
TOVS data are available since 1979 [Smith
et ai., 1979]. For clear instrumental fields of
view, or those containing partial cloudiness,
the temperature and moisture profiles, and
ozone amounts are retrieved from clear column radiances derived from the observations. For total cloudiness conditions, only the
temperature profile is retrievable—from the
microwave observations. Information on
clouds is also obtained. A physical retrieval
system has recently been implemented.
Validation of the satellite soundings against
radiosonde observations indicates rms temperature differences of 1°-2°C and total precipitable water differences of 30% of the pre-

cipitabie water. Similarly, a comparison of the
TOVS ozone with Dobson observations shows
differences of 15-20 Dobson units. The cloud
product has not been validated.
The sounding products are archived as
temperature profiles from the surface to 0.4
mbar; precipitable water for three atmospheric layers (surface-700, 700-500, and
500-300 mbar); tropopause pressure and
temperature; cloud amount and height; and
total ozone amount estimates. Nominal resolution for these products is 250 km, and data
can be ordered from NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.
Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
Since the launch of TIROS-N in the fall of
1979, NOAA has been deriving global SSTs
from the AVHRR. The SSTs are obtained
twice daily (day and night) using the two visible and the three infrared channels to select
clear fields of view and then using the infrared channels to correct for atmospheric water
vapor absorption [McClain et al., 1985]. Matchups of satellite and drifting buoy observations indicate random differences of about
0.6°C and systematic differences within
±0.3°C. The global day and night dau are
archived as instantaneous values at a nominal
8-km resolution, a composite weekly analysis
on a 1° latitude/longitude grid, and as monthly means for 2.5° iatitude/longitude bins. Dau
may be obtained from NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.

Snow Cover
Since November 1966, NOAA has produced a weekly northern hemisphere snow
map [Maison et al., 1986], The snow maps are
produced using visible imagery from the
AVHRR and VISSR instruments. The snow
charts are made using photointerpreutive
techniques from the most recent cloud-free
images obtained during the week. The weekly
snow charts are manually digitized on a subset of a 128 x 128 polar stereographic map.
The resolution of the mapped snow charts is
190 km at 60°N.
The snow maps are archived on a weekly
and monthly basis. All d a u since the northern hemisphere 1966-1967 snow season are
on a single tape that is updated monthly.
From these dau the toul area covered by
snow each month is calculated for the northern hemisphere, North America, and Eurasia. An Adas of the Satellite-Derived Northern
Hemispheric Snow Cover Frequency is available
from NOAA/NESDIS Office of Research and
Applications, and a description of the archived snow cover dau is available from
NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.
Sea Ice
Since January 1972 for the Arctic, and
since January 1973 for the Anurctic, the U.S.
Navy/NOAA Joint Ice Center (JIC) has been
producing weekly sea ice charts. Relying to a
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large extent on an analyst's interpretation of
satellite images, the JIC derives sea ice extent,
ice concentration, and ice thickness. T h e primary sources for these analyses have been the
AVHRR visible and infrared images supplemented by NASA's Nimbus-5 Electronically
Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) and
Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR), the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program's (DMSP) visible and
microwave (Special Sensor Microwave/Imager, SSMI) observations, and in situ observations. The weekly charts are digitized and
gridded at a spacing no greater than 15 nm
on an evenly divisible latitude/longitude geographic grid. The sea ice data are available
from the National Snow and Ice Data Center,
National Geophysical Data Center, NOAA,
Boulder, CO 80303. NOAA's Climate Analysis Center maintains time series of the spatially integrated sea ice data.
Vegetation I n d e x
The vegetation index product of NOAA
[Tarpley et ai, 1984] has provided a once-perweek view of nearly the entire Earth since
May 1982. The vegetation index is a measure
of the vigor and density of green vegetation
and is derived from daily data acquired by
the AVHRR with local orbit times in the early
afternoon. A weekly composite is produced
that utilizes daily visible and near-IR data to
screen the data of each map cell such that the
"greenest" or most "cloud-free" data of each
week is retained for each map cell. ThermaiIR data in two wavebands, as well as information on the solar zenith and satellite scan angles associated with the AVHRR data of each
map cell, are included with the visible and
near-IR data in each weekly composite. The
normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI)
NDVI = (near-IR - visible) / (near-IR +
visible)
is computed for each map cell, based on the
composited visible and near-IR data and is included in the weekly product. In addition to
the availability of weekly composite data since
May 1982, daily data similar to that described
for the weekly composites are available since
April 1985. The weekly and daily data are
available in several map projections that have
slightly different formats and spatial resolutions. Further information is contained in the
Global Vegetation Index User's Guide, available
from NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.

Planetary Radiation Budget
Since 1974, the planetary albedo and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) have been
estimated from the window channel measurements of the imaging radiometers on the polar orbiters. Table 3 summarizes the satellites
used, their lengths of record, and the spectral
intervals of the radiometers.
Until May 1988, the planetary albedo was
estimated by assuming that the visible channel reflectance is equal to the broadband reflectance and that the reflected energy is isotropic. Since May 1988, a linear combination
of the AVHRR visible and near-infrared radiances has been used to obtain a broadband
radiance, followed by the application of angular models to obtain the reflected flux [Wydick
et ai, 1987, Taylor et ai, 1987].

TABLE 3. Characteristics of Satellites Used in Obtaining Planetary Radiation Budget

Satellite

Equator
Crossing

NOAA SR
TIROS-N
NOAA-6
NOAA-7
NOAA-9

0900-2100
0330-1530
0730-1930
0730-1939
0230-1430

NOAA-10
NOAA-11

0730-1930
0130-1330

Spectral*
Intervals Used ,

JJUtll

Visible

Infrared

Record

0.55-0.70
0.55-0.90
0.58-0.68
0.58-0.68
0.58-0.68
0.725-1.0**
0.58-0.68
0.58-0.68
0.725-1.0

10.5-12.5
10.5-11.5
10.5-11.5
11.5-12.5
11.5-12.5

J u n e 1974-Feb. 1978
Jan. 1979-Jan. 1980
Feb. 1980-July 1981
Sept. 1981-Jan. 1985
Feb. 1985-Oct. 1988

11.5-12.5
11.5-12.5

March 1988-present
Nov. 1988-present

*50% response points.
••Included as of May 1988.

The OLR is obtained from the infrared
window channel measurements by a regression equation that relates the limb-corrected
brightness temperature to an equivalent
broadband flux temperature, from which the
outgoing flux is determined. The algorithm
has changed somewhat over time, but stability
of the entire record has been maintained by
recalculating earlier OLR values [Gruber and
Krueger, 1984].
A one-month comparison of the NOAA
OLR values with coincident Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) measurements
[Yang et ai, 1988] showed that the rms difference was 5.5 W/m2 and that the global mean
NOAA OLR was 3 W/m2 less than that of
ERBE.
The data are archived as daily values and
monthly means in two formats: a 125 X 125
grid-per-hemisphere (spatial resolution varies
from about 100 km at the equator to about
200 km near the poles) and a 2.5° x 2.5° latitude/longitude grid. Quantities archived include daily values of both day and night
OLR, absorbed solar radiation, and available
solar radiation. These data sets are available
from NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.

Ozone
Since the launch of NOAA-9 at the end of
1984, the afternoon polar orbiters have carried SBUV instruments for ozone determinations. This continues the series of ozone measurements begun by the SBUV instrument on
NASA's Nimbus-7 satellite, launched at the
end of 1978. These instruments measure the
spectrum of solar ultraviolet radiation scattered back to space by the Earth's atmosphere, which depends on how much of the
radiation is absorbed by the Earth's ozone
layer. Inversion of the observed spectrum
yields information on the total amount and
vertical distribution of the ozone.
The ozone data products are under technical evaluation by a NOAA/NASA science
team. Results thus far indicate that the
NOAA-9 SBUV/2 total ozone amounts are diverging from those measured by the groundbased Dobson spectrophotometer network
and the Nimbus-7 SBUV at a rate of about
0.7% per year. The reasons for this drift are
unknown at present. Therefore users are
cautioned not to use the data, at this time, for
long-term trend determinations within the error limits cited above. Short-term changes
and the general ozone patterns from NOAA-

9 agree very well with the other ozone observations. Therefore these data are very well
suited for examining short time scale features
of ozone variability, as well as the general
synoptic structure.
SBUV/2 information is archived on tape in
four modes: The lb Data Set contains
SBUV/2 sensor data and support data necessary for the derivation of atmospheric ozone
and solar flux; instrument inflight calibration
data and housekeeping functions for monitoring postlaunch instrument changes; and
prelaunch calibration factors, and computed
current-day instrument calibration and albedo correction factors to adjust the ozone algorithm for actual instrument performance.
The SBUV/2 sensor data consist of radiance and irradiance measurements taken in
both the discrete mode ( 12 wavelengths) and
the sweep mode (1680 wavelengths) at approximately 2-a intervals. The support data
include Earth location data, cloud and temperature data, ancillary data to initialize the
algorithm, surface pressure data, and snow
ice data.
The Historical Instrument File (HIF) contains
the data necessary to characterize the instrument performance and albedo correction
over time. Included are diffuser degradation,
preliminary irradiances, i.e., before application of albedo correction factors, electronic
calibration data and wavelength calibration
data.
The Product Master File (PMF) tape contains
information that is derived from the lb data
set. This includes but is not limited to ozone
amounts, calibration constants, interim products used to derive ozone amounts, solar positions, and certain quality control parameters.
The Product User File (PUF) contains a subset of the information on the PMF. This includes the final ozone amounts, solar zenith
angles, and Earth location for each sounding.
The archived ozone data—except for the
vertical profile data, which are still undergoing validation—may be ordered from
NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD. Detailed information
on SBUV/2 may be found in the User's Guide
[Oslik, 1984], available from NOAA/NESDIS/SDSD.

Aerosols
Visible radiance measurements in channel
1 (0.58-0.68 u,m) of the AVHRR on board the
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polar orbiters are being used to determine the
optical thickness (OT) of aerosol particles in
the total atmospheric column (proportional to
the total number of particles in the atmosphere) over oceans. The aerosol OT is determined by matching the measured radiances
with computed radiances from realistic models
of cloud-free, plane-parallel atmospheres with
different aerosol OTs, and finding the model
OT which provides the best match [Griggs,
1983].
Validation with Sun-photometer measurements indicate that the satellite estimates of
OT are accurate to ±0.05. Quality control
measures to detect the presence of clouds
within the field of view of the radiometer and
to reject cloud-contaminated data from global
analyses have been developed and implemented in the aerosol retrieval algorithm [Rao et al.,
1988]. Objective analysis of the satellite-derived aerosol OT has been employed to generate a 100-km grid, contour-analyzed aerosol
field over the global oceans on a weekly basis.
Weekly contour charts and digital tapes of
the individual aerosol OT observations are
available from June 1987. Since July 1989,
monthly mean charts and digital tapes of the
analyzed weekly and monthly fields are available. These products can be obtained from the
NOAA/NESDIS/National Climatic Data Center, Attention: Product Code No. AER2, Federal Building, Asheville, NC 28801.
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